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ABSTRACT

TEACHING STUDENTS TO BE SELF-DIRECTED READERS
THROUGH THE USE OF COMPREHENSION STRATEGIES INSTRUCTION
AND PERSONAL RESPONSE

by
Tamera L. Neveu
July 26, 2002

The focus of this project was to review available
literature on reader response and comprehension strategies
instruction, and create materials to be used by teachers as
they work toward improving comprehension instruction in their
classrooms. Research shows that in order to help students
become independent readers who are self-motivated and
strategic, teachers need expertise in both reader response
and comprehension strategies instruction. The project
includes instructional frameworks, lessons, and techniques
that can be used to implement reader response and
comprehension strategies instruction in the classroom.
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Chapter One
Background Of The Project
Introduction

For the past decade, teachers at all grade levels have
implemented some form of personal or reader response to
literature as part of their reading program. Reader response
allows for student choice and authentic reading, while
children are actively engaged in personally or aesthetically
responding to text. Active discussions _promote spontaneous
development of concepts and strategies, and provide
opportunities to develop and use reasoning and problem
solving (Almasi, 1996; Dugan, 1997; Hancock, 2000; Spiegal,
1998; Walker, 1996).
Comprehension strategies instruction has been a focus of
researchers since 1975 when many realized that reading was
not just a series of "discrete skills" (Pearson, Roehler,
Dole,

&

Duffy, 1992, p. 148). Comprehension instruction

involves explicitly teaching children the strategies that
expert readers use. These strategies may include, predicting,
questioning, visualizing, clarifying, inferring using prior
knowledge, interpreting, and summarizing. Children learn
these strategies while participating in intelligent
discussions (Pearson, et al., 1992; Pressley 1998).
Teaching comprehension strategies is consistent with
reader response in that both methods prompt children to be
more active as they read. The combination of both reader
response and comprehension strategies instruction, teaches
1
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students to use the strategies _proficient readers use, as
well as helps them become more deeply engaged in their
reading (Pressley, 1998).
Statement of the Problem
Unfortunately for some students, literature is still
viewed more as infonttation to be memorized and tested rather
than enjoyed, appreciated, and thoughtfully understood
(Langer, 1994; McLaughlin

&

Allen, 2002; Pressley, 2002).

Furthermore, even though there has been a large amount of
research on comprehension instruction in the past 25 years,
there has not been a significant change from the typical
read/answer questions format as observed by Durkin in her
1978-79 study (as cited in

Pressley, 1998). Durkin concluded

after observing teachers in grades three through six, that
very little comprehension instruction was being carried out.
Rather, time was spent on giving, completing, and checking
assignments.
All students need to have opportunities to respond

aesthetically, not only to promote appreciation and meaning,
but to develop the desire to become lifetime readers
(Rosenblatt, 1982). Additionally, teachers must explicitly
model and teach the processes children need in order to
independently control the strategies that will help them
become proficient readers. uThere is no reason to believe
that elementary students naturally discover that they should
use such processes to understand textll (Pressley, 1998, p.
220).
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Achieving this goal is not necessarily easy. Teachers
need to do more than just provide time for children to read
and write at a personal level. In order to help children
become proficient readers who are engaged, motivated,
knowledgeable, socially interactive, and strategic, teachers
need expertise in both reader response and comprehension
strategies instruction (Duffy, 2002; Gambrell, 1996;
Pressley, 1998; Rosenblatt, 1978).
Purpose
The purpose of this project is to develop a tentative
plan and a collection of information, lessons, and techniques
that will guide teachers as they implement a reader
response/comprehension strategies instruction approach. Third
and fourth grade teachers at Naches Valley Intermediate
School, will use these materials to develop effective
personal response to literature, as well as explicitly teach
the comprehension strategies that are compatible with reader
response in the classroom. Teachers will be guided as they
use the materials, and through group collaboration refine
their teaching, so that children have consistent
comprehension instruction in grades three and four.

Significance of Project
By using effective techniques for teaching reader
response and comprehension strategies, teachers will: improve
their students' ability to respond; aid children in becoming
more engaged, strategic, independent readers who show gains
in overall comprehension ability; and impact reading
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attitudes in a positive way as children participate in active
discussions and are introduced to a variety of narrative
literature. Furthermore, teachers who are using project
materials will be meeting frequently and collaborating so
that techniques can be refined. As a result, response
opportunities and comprehension strategies inst:r:uction will ·
become more consistent in grades three and four of the
author's school.
Limitations
The information, lessons, and techniques this project
presents have not as yet been tried and evaluated by all
teachers who will be implementing them. All ten teachers in
grades three and four of the author's school will be offered
the opportunity to use the materials, but some may choose not
to, which will impact the amount of continuity between grade
levels. Although the plan is to collaborate as much as
possible, how much sharing time actually happens may depend
on other personal commitments. The project involves material
for narrative reading only and will be used by third and
fourth grade children.
Definition of Terms
Aesthetic Stance. The aesthetic stance is the stance the
reader takes when reading for the purpose of getting personal
meaning. The reader is experiencing, thinking, and feeling
from his/her own point of view as he/she reads (Rosenblatt,
1991).
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Background knowledge/schema/prior knowledge. The knowledge
and experiences that readers bring to the text (Harvey

&

Goudvis, 2000).

Comprehension. A reader recreating the author's intended
meaning of the text, using his or her own background
knowledge and experience. This includes transaction; readers
bring meaning to and take meaning from the text (Peterson

&

Eeds, 1990).

Conclusion. An expressed opinion that comes from connecting
what is read to one's beliefs, knowledge and experience
(Keene

&

Zimmerman, 1997).

Direct Explanation. A technique for teaching comprehension
strategies which involves explicitly teaching what, how, and
when the strategy is to be used. It is modeled by the teacher
using a think aloud format. (Duffy, 2002).

Efferent Stance. The efferent stance is the stance taken when
the reader reads for the purpose of gaining knowledge
(Rosenblatt, 1991).

Engaged Reader. A reader who is motivated, knowledgeable,
strategic, and socially interactive (Gambrell, 1996).

Inference. A conclusion a reader makes by using text clues,
as well as prior knowledge and experience. (Harvey

&

Goudvis,

2000).

Metacognition. An awareness and understanding of how one
thinks and uses strategies (Harvey

&

Goudvis, 2000).
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Reader Response. Readers actively construct meaning by using
background knowledge and experiences to personally respond to
text and then reflect on their responses (Rosenblatt, 1978).
Stance. Stance is the purpose for reading. According to
Rosenblatt (1995) readers choose to either read for aesthetic
or efferent purposes.
Strategy. A specific plan learners consciously use to help
themselves in specific situations. Strategies are used to
monitor understanding and solve problems (Bergman, 1992;
Schuder, 1993).
Students Achieving Independent Learning (SAIL). A reading
program developed in a Maryland school district that uses
reader response and direct explanation of comprehension
strategies to improve the performance of below level readers
(Schuder, 1993).
Think-aloud. Saying what is going on in your mind as you try
to understand a text or solve a problem (Baumann, SeifertKessell,

&

Jones, 1992).

Transactional Strategy Instruction (TSI). A method of
instruction that combines reader response with direct
explanation of comprehension strategies (Pressley, et al.
1992).
Synthesis. Synthesis is the process of ordering, recalling,
retelling, and recreating into an understandable whole,
information that we read (Keene

&

Zimmerman, 1997).

Visualization. Taking the words from the text and using them
with prior knowledge to create pictures in the mind.
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Visualization includes using all five senses (Harvey and
Goudvis, 2000).

Overview of Project
The remainder of this project will include information
about the reader response/comprehension strategy instruction
approach. chapter 1wo contains the related literature that
supports and challenges this view. Chapter Three explains the
methodology and procedures used to implement the.project.
Chapter Four consists of information, lessons, and techniques
teachers can use to develop reader response/comprehension
strategies instruction in the classroom. Chapter Five
contains a summary of the study, as well as conclusions and
recommendations.

Chapter Two
Review Of The Literature
Reader response is a child-centered philosophy of
reading that not only allows children to personally interpret
text as they interact with others, but also helps them become
better readers (Spiegal, 1998). Comprehension strategies
instruction involves teaching children to use the strategies
that proficient readers use (Pressley, 1998). Taught
together, they encourage children to be engaged, motivated
readers who are knowledgeable and socially interactive, as
well as strategic, (Pearson, Roehler, Dole,

&

Duffy, 1992).

This chapter includes review of literature in the following
areas: (a) reader response theory, (b) comprehension strategy
instruction, (c) instructional frameworks, (d) concerns and
limitations, and (e) benefits.

Reader Response Theory
Overview
According to Harvey (2000), true comprehension goes
beyond literal understanding. It involves readers using their
own personal thoughts, knowledge, and experiences to interact
with text. Numerous researchers (Cox, 1992; Hancock, 2000;
McGee, 1992) indicate that Louise Rosenblatt's (1978)
transactional theory of reader response provides the
guidelines needed to promote personal response in the
classroom. Squire (1994) states that uRosenblatt's early work
remains a fountainhead of analytic study of reader response
that influences virtually all subsequent researchers,
8
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teaching specialists, and literary theorists interested in
the reader's role" (p. 637).
The central premise of Rosenblatt's (1978) reading
theory is that literary meaning exists in the transaction
between reader and text. In the past, many researchers
assumed that readers derived meaning directly from the text.
The reader's input was ignored, while decoding of words and
the characteristics of the text, were emphasized (Karolides,
1997a; Spiegal, 1998). The transactional theory of reader
response, however, advocates an equal partnership between
reader and text. According to Rosenblatt, "We need to see the
reading act as an event involving a particular individual and
particular text, happening at a particular time, under
particular circumstances, in a particular social and cultural
setting" (1985, p. 100). Therefore, when teaching children to
respond to literature in a transactional way, one needs to
consider the reader, the text, and the context of the
experience. The next two sections will explain in detail the
role of the reader and the text, as well as the context.

The Reader, the Text, and the Context
The reader and the text.
Reader response requires an active reader who
" ••• constantly builds and synthesizes meaning" (Galda, 1988,
p. 94). As readers move through the text, they are
continuously revising their images of characters, settings,
and events by questioning, inferring, predicting, seeking
evidence, and validating assumptions. Past experiences with
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language, literature, and life influence the images,
feelings, moods, and ideas that are evoked (Beach, 1993, Cox
&

Many, 1992, Langer, 1990). "Readers come to texts imbued

with their own personalities and character traits, their
individual experiences and memorie.s, their personal
situations and concerns, tlu,iir cultural background and
perspective, and their backlog of language" (Karolides,
1997b, p. 9). Therefore, a reader's background knowledge and
literary experience will often determine the extent of their
responses.
Because of the personal nature of this type of response,
some may feel that "anything goes" (Karolides, 1997b, p. 20).
However, Rosenblatt (1978), indicates that when personally
interpreting meaning, responses must be grounded in text.
Text and reader are thought of as mutually impacting each
other, consequently, validity of response is measured by how
closely responses align themselves with the text. Responses
may vary in sophistication because of the age and experience
of the reader, but in order to be considered valid, they need
to be supported by the text.
Rosenblatt (1991) identifies two stances that readers
take when they read depending on their purposes. An efferent
stance focuses attention on the information presented by the
text. The reader is concerned with studying the text in order
to retain factual information after the actual reading event.
On the other hand, when the focus is mainly on what the
reader is experiencing, thinking, or feeling during the
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reading process, the stance is referred to as aesthetic.
Rosenblatt stresses that any text can be read from either
stance. In fact, readers usually move back and forth between
the two. She describes this as a continuum, with efferent
being at one end and aesthetic being at the other. However,
Rosenblatt sLrongly suggests that good readers pick a stance
depending on their purpose, and use it to guide their
reading.
Age, literary skills, and attitudes toward the reading
situation also influence how a reader responds. Readers whose
skill levels are higher in reading, writing, and speaking,
usually enjoy reading events more and are more willing to
respond. Less proficient readers gather more superficial
information than their better reading classmates. However,
even children who have low skills can still respond in their
own way. If children are intrinsically motivated to read,
then their responses are more genuine than those who are
resistant (Hancock, 2000; Langer, 1990).
In her study of reader response, Hickman (1983),
discovered interesting age-related patterns in both
spontaneous and teacher prompted responses. She saw similar
behavior patterns in grades K-5, but found certain behaviors
such as reliance on verbal responses, confidence, and
repertoire of responses, increased as the children got older.
The genre, content, structure, and language of texts aid
in building personal interpretations and affect responses.
The genre preferred by the reader promotes more genuine and
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honest responses. Text structures, which include narrative,
expository, and poetic, sometimes have an impact on response.
Narrative and poetic structures are usually associated more
with aesthetic responses, whereas, expository usually leads
to more efferent responses. Literary elements such as the
author's writing style, characterization, and point of view
may influence response depending on whether the connection is
a positive or negative one with the reader. The topic or
content of a piece may also strongly affect the reader's
response. When topics align themselves more closely with the
reader, responses tend to be more genuine and spontaneous
(Hancock, 2000; Langer, 1990).
The context.

In addition to the influence of reader and text upon
each other, the context or setting in which the response is
generated also affects the way readers respond. "A child's
family's socioeconomic status, cultural or ethnic background,
or religious beliefs, set the stage for the kinds of
responses a child chooses to share" (Hancock, 2000, .P• 13).
The context of the classroom often impacts responses.
Teachers who believe in a holistic philosophy, and value
independent thinking and genuine response, create an
atmosphere that is more conducive to transactional response
(Galda, 1988; Hancock, 2000; Rosenblatt, 1982). Galda
believes that personal responses can be enhanced within the
following context:
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1. an environment filled with opportunities to read and
respond to a variety of genres, styles, and
authors.
2. a secure environment which appreciates individual
differences and provides opportunities to explore
and co111pare responses.
3. an environment which provides time and
encouragement for responding in a variety of ways,
such as small-group discussion, writing, talking,
art, drama, and movement (pp. 99-100).
Therefore, classrooms with secure environments and ample time
for students to read and become a community of readers, can
aid both reading and response development (Hancock, 2000;
Spiegal, 1998).
Classroom Implications
Rosenblatt's theory, has strong implications for the
classroom (Galda, 1988; Squire, 1994). First of all, thinking
that children must understand text literally before they can
respond is inappropriate, and personal interpretations should
precede text-centered activities. The teaching of literature
must focus on the transaction between the reader and the work
{Langer, 1990; Rosenblatt, 1978). The job therefore of the
teacher, is to focus on promoting the transaction between the
text and reader so that the literary experience can be
extended and enriched (Langer, 1992).
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Probst (1990) indicates that students must be free to
deal with their own reaction to the text:
If readers are to learn from their reading, they must
begin with the visions it awakens in them and work from
there. Teachers abiding by this principle, have begun to
ask students what they see, feel, think, and remember as
they read, encouraging them to attend to their own
experience of the text. (p. 31)
Keeping students' initial impressions as a focus, and
allowing them to build and refine from them is what is
important. Teachers who lead students toward specific
meanings undermine the potential of a unique response (Beach,
1993; Langer, 1994). "No longer is it enough to discuss
literature as though one were on a treasure hunt seeking the
author's or teacher's meaning" (Galda, 1988, p. 100).
In addition, it's important to know that the ways in
which teachers teach literature will permanently affect
students' responses. Teachers' questions, purposes, and
attitudes affect student understandings, habits of mind, and
behavior (Karolides 1997a). Karolides indicates that lessons
that are permeated with questions that focus on comprehension
skills and data, significantly affect classroom exchange.
Students are given the impression that reading discussion is
a "question-by-teacher and answer-by-student" (p. 167) event
that usually involves one correct answer. Students' unique
responses of the moment need to be attended to rather than
the teacher's own interpretive agenda (Beach, 1993).
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It is also important for teachers to remember that
personal response is affected by prior knowledge and prior
experience. Previous literature read and past personal
experiences strongly influence responses (Hancock, 2000). In
their study, Cox and Many (1992) discovered that children's
attention when reading aesthetically centered around "images,
feelings, sensations, moods, and ideas called to them from
the reservoir of past experience with language, literature,
and life" (p. 29). Therefore, they suggest that teachers
focus on recognizing, supporting, and encouraging children
when they show signs that they are aesthetically connecting
with a story. These signs may include:
••• picturing and imaging while reading or viewing; the
reality of being there; imagining themselves in a
character's place or in story events; questioning or
hypothesizing about a story; extending a story or
creating new stories; making associations with other
stories and their own life experiences; and mentioning
feelings evoked. (pp. 32-33)
Teachers need to prepare students for literature by
activating prior knowledge and discussing past experiences.
Literature needs to be chosen that is age appropriate for the
reader, and that they can relate their own personal
experiences to (Flood

&

Lapp, 1988; Squire, 1994).

Teachers also need to keep in mind that response to
literature varies with the rhetorical model, be it efferent
or aesthetic. "Nurturing both efferent and aesthetic
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linguistic abilities from the beginning and throughout the
entire curriculum will insure success in the teaching of both
kinds of reading" (Rosenblatt, 1980, p. 394). However, the
purposes of aesthetic and efferent reading need to be made
clear. When teaching literature, teachers' primary
responsibility is to encourage the aesthetic and make sure
they do not confuse the issue by using literature that is
predominantly aesthetic for efferent activities such as
answering literal questions (Rosenblatt, 1982).
Consistently using generalizing, paraphrasing, and
summarizing as evaluation instruments, may encourage students
to look at all texts as being written efferently. Exercises
for developing skills should be offered separately and
designated as exercises. "Aesthetic reading is not efferent
reading with a layer of affective association added on later"
(Rosenblatt, 1982, p. 273). Aesthetic reading, however, does
not exclude efferent oriented discussion. Discussion of
language features, events, style, technique, and character
development can enhance responses if it is not used in a
dominant role (Karolides, 1997a).
Finally, it is extremely important for readers to be
given opportunities to talk with their teacher and peers.
Vygotsky (1962) emphasizes that "what a child can do in
cooperation today, he can do alone tomorrow" (p. 114).
Students need time to share responses and to appreciate
spontaneous responses. Although individual readers can
construct their own meaning from text, meaning derived within
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a group has even more impact. In a group, readers not only
share their insights, but they must convince others that
these ideas are relevant. Extended discussions occur as
readers support their opinions and use the arguments of
others to clarify and deepen understandings (Rosenblatt,
1980).
When readers come together as a cooperative community,
ideas can be presented and new discoveries can be made.
Children help each other problem solve and reason, therefore
children's thinking in a group often becomes more clear than
when they are thinking alone. (Galda, 1988; Gilles, 1993;
Leal, 1993; Speigal, 1998).
By encouraging children to initiate, facilitate, and
speak directly to each other, teachers allow students to take
on more responsibility (Almasi, 1996; Anzul, 1993; Leal,
1993) "Thus, students involved in discussions not only learn
how to interact socially and develop communicative
competence, but they learn to take responsibility for their
own learning" (Almasi, 1996, p. 19).

Comprehension Strategies Instruction
Overview
Pressley (1998) feels that Rosenblatt's (1978)
transactional theory can be directly related to comprehension
strategies instruction. According to Pressley, the processes
that language arts theorists and educators view as reader
response, psychologists consider to be comprehension
strategies. Thus, both cognitive psychologists and language
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arts specialists see the need for prompting children to be
more active as they read.
Durkin (1978/1979), observing instruction in grades
three through six, discovered many instances of assessment of
comprehension, but very little teaching of strategies. The
majority of time in the classroom was spent on giving,
completing and checking assignments. Pressley (1998), as well
as Pearson and Fielding (1991), strongly feels that Durkin's
study was the impetus that prompted researchers to study
comprehension as a process and try to identify ways to
increase it. Therefore, research in the 1980s was concerned
with discovering how to teach comprehension strategies
directly (Fielding

&

Pearson, 1994). Much. of this research

involved examining the reading practices of expert readers
(Pearson, Roehler, Dole, & Duffy, 1992; Pressley &
Afflerbach, 1995).
Expert Reader Research
Schema theory and expert readers.

In 1984 Anderson and Pearson researched what is known as
schema theory which involves using background knowledge to

construct meaning. "Perhaps no other phenomenon has
influenced instructional research in the last decade as
pervasively as our increased understanding of the powerful
role of background knowledge in reading comprehension"
(Pearson

&

Fielding, 1991, p. 820). According to Anderson and

Pearson, reading is an active process of constructing meaning
by using background knowledge to interpret new information
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found in text. Readers are constantly reconsidering
information as they try to match it with what they already
know. Thus, although the reader's interpretation may be
similar to what the author had in mind, no two
interpretations will be exactly the same.
Pearson, Roehler, Dole,

&

Duffy (1992) indicate that

this theory is the basis for their work which focuses on what
readers do when they read, what unsuccessful readers fail to
do, and what needs to be done to help develop active expert
readers. They found that expert readers:
1. search for connections between what they know and the
new information they encounter. They use their
existing knowledge to constantly check whether their
understanding is accurate. New information is learned
and remembered when it is integrated with prior
knowledge;
2. are able to distinguish important from less important
information;
3. make inferences both during and after reading.
Inference is strongly related to prior knowledge and
is essential to the comprehension process. Expert
readers draw inferences constantly as they read.
Conclusions, predictions, and new ideas may come from
inferential thinking. "Schemata serve as organized
frameworks on which to fit pieces of information.
Readers and listeners use these frameworks to fill in
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omitted details and to make extensive elaborations"
(p. 166);

4. synthesize information within and across texts and
reading experiences. This includes the ability to
summarize; and
5. use prior knowledge to help generate questions as they
read. These questions may relate to themselves, the
author, or to the text.
Protocols of Reading and Expert Readers

In the 1970s and 1980s much was also learned about
comprehension processes by analyzing think-alouds done by
skilled adult readers (Pressley, 1998). Pressley and
Afflerbach (1995) reviewed all the studies of verbal protocol
that were published before 1994 and discovered that skilled
readers use active mental processes before, during, and after
reading. According to Pressley and Afflerbach (as cited in
Pressley, 1998) skilled readers:
•

have a purpose for their reading and know what it is
before they begin;

•

preview text before beginning to read, taking note of
text structure;

•

relate the text they are reading to prior knowledge
before, during, and after reading;

•

vary the rate of reading, depending upon the difficulty
of what is being read; stopping to reflect or sometimes
rereading;
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•

make predictions and draw conclusions, verifying these
as they read;

•

infer and give personal interpretations by relating
textual information to prior knowledge;

•

express personal feelings about the text itself as well
as the quality of writing;

•

integrate ideas across the text by looking for cause and
effect relationships;

•

form personal images of the characters and events;

•

are consciously aware of how well they are understanding
the text, and problem solve when difficulties with
understanding arise (e.g. , reread); and

•

reread, rethink, or reflect after the text has been
read. This may take the form of a summary or retelling.

Models for Explicit Comprehension Strategies Instruction

Many researchers and educators have proposed that the
strategies identified as being used by expert readers should
be a major component of comprehension strategies instruction
(Duke and Pearson, 2002; Keene
Roehler, Dole,

&

&

Zimmerman, 1997; Pearson,

Duffy, 1992; Pressley, 1998). As opposed to

basal reading programs that promote teaching of specific
skills, strategy instruction refers to "conscious and
flexible plans that readers apply and adapt to particular
texts and tasks" (Pearson et al., p. 169). Strategy
instruction also emphasizes the reasoning or mental processes
readers go through as they comprehend texts. Readers of all
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ages are encouraged to use expert reader strategies. These
strategies are as important for beginning readers as they are
for experts.
According to Pressley et al. (1992), the most successful
strategies instruction programs include a great deal of
direct explanation. Duke and Pearson (2002) and Duffy (2002)
have developed models for direct instruction of comprehension
strategies that can be used in the classroom.

Duke and Pearson's Model.
Duke and Pearson's (2002) model for comprehension
strategies instruction includes the following:
1. a specific description of the strategy and when it
should be used;
2. teacher modeling in the form of a think-aloud. Both
appropriate and inappropriate uses of the strategy are
demonstrated;
3. strategy use by the teacher and students together;
4. continued teacher guidance of practice, with gradual
releasing of responsibility to the students. Small
group instruction is used with the teacher prompting
responses; and
5. independent strategy use by the students during silent
reading time. The teacher reviews the strategy if
needed, and reminds the students that they have to be
able to justify their thought processes.
These researchers also recommend ongoing assessment.
Teachers need to monitor students' use of comprehension
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strategies, as well as their overall comprehension of the
text. Results of assessment should be used to drive
instruction. If a particular strategy is not being used
correctly, the teacher should provide additional instruction.
Duffy's Direct Explanation Model.
Duffy (2002) suggests that in order for struggling
readers to control their own mental processes, they need to
be explicitly taught the strategies that good readers use.
Duffy calls this method direct explanation. Direct
explanation is based on studies conducted by Duffy and his
colleagues at Michigan State University (Duffy et al., 1986;
Duffy et al., 1987). Duffy indicates that although this model
is a form of explicit teaching, it is different in three
ways. First, the focus is on modeling the mental activity
that goes on during comprehension. Second, there is immediate
application of strategies modeled to the reading text being
used. And finally, the focus is on giving the reader the
knowledge necessary to use strategies independently to take
control of their own metacognition (Duffy, 2002). The studies
done by Duffy and his colleagues were qualitative, included
observations for a whole year, and emphasized six
instructional activities (as cited in Duffy, 2002):
1. Teachers introduced the selection to be read, usually
the textbook adopted by the district.
2. Teachers explicitly stated the specific strategy to be
learned, when it would be used in the selection, and
how to use the strategy successfully.
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3. Teachers provided students with a model of how to
think out loud when using the strategy.
4. Scaffolded practice was provided. Students practiced
using the strategy with gradually diminishing amounts
of help from the teacher.
5. Teachers had students read the selection, focusing on
text content, as well as applying the strategy that
had been taught.
6. At the end of the lesson, as a review, explicit
statements were made about the strategy, including why
and how it is used.
In both of Duffy's studies (Duffy et al., 1986; Duffy et
al, 1987) researchers hypothesized that students taught by
teachers who provided direct explanations would be
metacognitively aware during their reading and also
demonstrate better reading achievement than those in the
control group. In both studies, students were interviewed to
identify metacognitive awareness and were found to make gains
in this area. Although standardized test scores did not prove
to be significantly better for experimental students in the
1986 study, more extensive training on how to present
instruction was given to teachers in the 1987 study, and
significant differences were seen. Achievement gains
throughout the school year were also observed. According to
Duffy (2002), three important ideas were substantiated:
1. Strategies can be directly taught, and direct teaching
of strategies benefits struggling readers.
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2. Teachers' actions during instruction are important.
These include making a connection between the strategy
being taught and the story being read; verbally
modeling the strategy repeatedly so students can "see"
the metacognition involved; providing students with
many opportunltles to use the strategy, first with
coaching then slowly moving towards independence;
basing assessment on the use of the strategy as well
as comprehension of text; and maintaining a consistent
focus on the strategy to be learned throughout the
reading of the text.
3. More proficient teachers adapt their plans. Teachers
were observed picking up on cues from their students
and changing the direction of their lessons
accordingly. Modeling was adjusted depending on the
reactions of students. It was found that the best
explanations were _given by "thoughtfully adaptive"
teachers (p. 34). Effective teachers also made
connections between strategies, as well as carried
over strategy instruction into other subject areas as
appropriate.
Duffy (2002) makes it clear that although direct
explanation needs to be "direct, clear, and unambiguous"
(p. 35) it is not to be linked with more rigid direct
instruction techniques that involve scripted dialogue. Good
explanation "blends explicit information giving and sensitive
responsiveness to students in order to develop both conscious
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awareness of how a strategy works and richly textured
understandings of text content" (p. 35). According to
Pressley (2000), the findings of Duffy et al. (1987) had a
profound effect on reading educators who were then motivated
to implement comprehension strategies instruction in their
schools.
Instructional Frameworks

Research shows that there is a variety of ways to
promote personal response and comprehension strategies
instruction in the classroom. This review of literature,
however, focuses on the following: oral and written response
to text which includes studies done by Jewell and Pratt
(1999), Hirsch (1997), and Hancock (1993, 2000);
transactional strategies instruction which includes the
Students Achieving Independent Learning (SAIL) program
(Bergman

&

Schuder, 1992/1993); and readers' workshop as

developed by Harvey and Goudvis (2000), and Miller (2002).
Oral and Written Response to Literature
Jewell and Pratt.

Jewell and Pratt (1999) developed and researched an
instructional framework for literature discussion which they
used with second and third graders. At the beginning of the
school year, several weeks were spent reading picture books
aloud and modeling the kind of thinking good readers do as
they read (e.g., question, talk about characters and their
actions, predict, and make personal connections). Teachers
modeled "good thinking" and a variety of responses, and
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encouraged children to think aloud as they wrote their own
comments in reading journals after a book was read.
Subsequent whole group discussions were based on journal
responses. During these discussions, the teacher modeled how
to respond to others' ideas by asking questions or making
connections, and stressed the need for finding supporting
evidence and elaborating responses. Discussion protocol,
which included signaling before speaking, taking turns, and
waiting until one topic was completed before starting
another, was also modeled and reinforced during these
discussions. Reading, writing, and discussion were done in
forty-five to sixty minute blocks of time (Jewell

&

Pratt,

1999).
After four to six weeks of whole group instruction, the
class was split in half, and picture books or short texts
were used as students either read alone, with a partner, or
in small groups. Children had a choice of reading silently or
orally, and had the option to either write during the reading
or after. Children who struggled with writing got assistance
from the teacher (Jewell

&

Pratt, 1999).

Once started, half of the class discussed with the
teacher while the other half prepared for their discussion,
as well as worked on independent literature activities.
Students' topics initiated discussions. The person who
initiated was the facilitator, calling on children who wished
to respond and making sure one topic was fully explored
before going on to another. The teacher's role was to make
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sure conversation stayed focused, and that children's
comments were addressed to each other rather than the teacher
(Jewell

&

Pratt, 1999).

After two to three weeks, small group discussions were
implemented. Teachers choose four books (short at the
beginning), then children picked a book they would like to
read and respond to. Two, hour-long blocks were scheduled per
week for literature discussions, thirty minutes per group.
0

Children who were not participating in small groups,_pr~pared
for their discussion group and completed other literature
related activities (Jewell

&

Pratt, 1999).

Jewell and Pratt (1999) used transcripts of discussions
to analyze their research and the behaviors of the teacher as
well as the students. By analyzing responses, they were able
to not only note reading improvement, but assess their
instructional framework so that adaptations could be made to
make it more effective. They discovered that the teacher's
role was critical and involved these distinct behaviors:
1. teaching and guiding procedures for discussion;
2. restating students' ideas to aid clarification (e.g.,
If I heard you correctly you said •.•

Am

I

correct? Is that what you mean?);
3. affirming and promoting a variety of responses so that
children are encouraged to participate actively
(e.g., Way to go! You are just awesome! Joe has done a
great job of ••• Let's try to do more of that.); and
4. encouraging validation of responses and prompting
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children to elaborate so that deeper understanding is
enhanced (e.g., Is there anything in the story that
gives evidence of this? What makes you think that? Can
you explain that a little more? Why do you think so?
Try to explain what you are thinking.).
Jewell and Pratt's (1999) findings show that children
using this structure, benefited in many ways. Children were
able to give literal responses, inferential responses, and
opinions. Prior knowledge, retelling of text, personal
experiences, and feelings were used to support and make
connections with others' ideas. Thinking, feelings, and
reasoning were enhanced as children listened and responded to
others.
New and revised interpretations were formulated as a
result of discussion. Deductions and speculations were made
without prompting from the teacher, as children gradually
took charge of discussions and routines. Students themselves
were able to draw in children who were not participating, and
keep the group on topic. Motivation was enhanced over the
teacher question/answer techniques students had been exposed
to previously (Jewell

&

Pratt, 1999).

Hirsch.

Hirsch (1997), working with small groups of third grade
advanced learners, developed a reading approach that included
using reading journals as part of literature response groups.
Before beginning a book, Hirsch prepared a journal for each
child that included a cover as well as the following:
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1. a discussion technique sheet that included the
following rules: (a) stay on topic; (b) be active in
the discussion; (c) if you don't understand what
someone has said, ask them politely to explain
further; (d) listen carefully and add on to what
others have said, (e) don't be afraid to disagree, but
do so politely; (f) give everyone a chance to share
their ideas; and (g) be ready to support your opinions
with evidence from the story;
2. a list of sentence starters to help children relate
personally to the story (e.g., I can't believe ••• , I
noticed ..• , I wonder why ••. );
3. prediction sheets that included places to write the
prediction, why the child thought the prediction was
valid, and what actually happened in the story; and
4. blank sheets to write reactions to the reading
material.
Children used their journals to either record responses as
they silently read, or brought them to group and used them to
guide their spontaneous responses.
Hirsch (1997), used four specific teacher techniques to
guide children during discussions. The first was wait time
(Rowe, 1987). Hirsch found that by waiting at least five
seconds after prompting and comments, children were more
active and thoughtful with their responses. The second was
guide on the side. Through the use of questions derived from

Paul's (1990) taxonomy of Socratic questions, Hirsch was able
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to get students to provide their own answers rather than
expect her to provide them. Children took ownership of their
learning, and were encouraged to think and talk about their
thinking processes. Third, sharing time was provided for
children to share personal responses that they had written in
their journals. nTaking a child's thoughts, ideas,
and experiences seriously validates them and their
thinking" (p. 149). And finally, Hirsch asked children to

predict before they read. Prediction encouraged children to
generate ideas, as well as verify them.
Hirsch (1997) found that this process did take more time
and speculated that teachers may find themselves covering
fewer stories. However, the thinking skills and enthusiasm of
her students led her to believe that the time and effort was
worth it.

Hancock.
Hancock (2000) bases her instructional guidelines on
Louise Rosenblatt's reader response theory (1978). Hancock
advocates starting with whole group/small group oral
response, then transitioning into written response which
includes writing in response journals. Sharing of written
response is done with the teacher, in pairs with another
student, or in literature response groups.
All children, according to Hancock (2000), regardless of
reading and writing level, need to be given the opportunity
to actively interact with text, teacher, and peers. Children
are encouraged in the beginning to spontaneously respond to
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quality picture book read-alouds. Teachers eventually move on
to a more structured approach by using simple prompts such as
the ones suggested by Bleich (as cited in Hancock, 2000, p.
193):

1. What did you notice about the story?
2 • How did the story make you feel?
3. What does the story remind you of from your own life?
Hancock (2000) points out that some reader response
purists oppose using prompts, because they feel it inhibits
spontaneity. However, she feels that classroom based research
indicates that prompts used wisely and judiciously, are
powerful tools that can be used with students to expand their
thinking without distorting their natural responses.
Once children are comfortable with voicing their ideas
orally, both in whole group and small groups, it is important
to transition them into written response. Written response
allows students to put what they are thinking down on paper,
so that the spontaneous reactions, opinions, connections, and
predictions that are generated while reading are not lost. In
order to get maximum benefits from writing, Hancock (2000)
suggests that children write before, during, and after
reading. These thoughts can later be used for discussion,
revisiting the book, or possibly as prompts for further
writing (Hancock, 2000).
As an aid in transferring children from oral to written
response, picture books and short chapter books are again
read out loud. But this time, oral responses are written
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down, often on an overhead projector. These comments can then
be used as a model for children to look at (Hancock, 2000).
Teachers can use prompts to expand the depth and quality
of children's written response. Hancock (2000) has developed
prompts that fit into four different categories:

•

Experiential prompts. How do you relate this chapter
to your own life? How does (a character) remind you of
someone you know? How does (a character) remind you of
some other character you have met in a book?

•

Aesthetic prompts. How does this chapter make you
feel? How would you feel if you were (a character) in
this situation? How would you feel if you were
(another character)?

•

Cognitive prompts. What do you think will happen to (a
character)? If you were (a character), what would you
do in this situation? What advice would you give (a
character) at this point in the story?

•

Interpretive prompts. What meaning or message does
this chapter have for you? Why do you believe (a
character) did not make the right choice? What do you
think these words (a quote from the text) mean? What
kind of person do you think (a character) is? How do
you know? (p. 210)

Children read small portions, then are presented with
appropriate prompts. These prompts according to Hancock
(2000), are crucial in that they engage readers by getting
them "to think, to feel, to connect, to predict, to
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interpret, to relate, to become" (p. 215). Once these prompts
have been used successfully with children, teachers can use
them to independently assess individual students. By
preparing these in list form, teachers can make note of how
well students respond to specific prompts, and adjust
teaching accordingly.
Hancock (2000) believes that independent journal writing
is a natural extension of prompted written response. Children
record their personal responses at the end of a reading
section, or at any point in the story where they want to
elicit a response.
In order to facilitate independent responses, Hancock
states that it is imperative for teachers to be aware of the
different types of responses they can expect from their
students and use these to develop response guidelines. As
part of her research with intermediate level children,
Hancock (1993) has identified eight categories of response:
•

Understanding. Responses use literal understanding to
support a personal interpretation or a sudden discovery
of meaning. "'These past few pages show how one lie can
lead to a whole series of lies'" (p. 469).

•

Character introspection. Responses indicate the reader's
effort to understand the feeling, thoughts, and motives
of characters. "'I think •.• , It sounds like ••• , He
probably, .•. , She must ••. '" (p. 469).
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• Predicting events. These responses include predictions
as well as validations and invalidations. "'I think ..• ,
I was right ..• , I bet .•. '" p. 469.
•

Questioning. Responses reflect a lack of complete
understanding or a questioning of text. Students may
reflect puzzlement or confusion. "'I wonder why .•• , I
can't believe ••• , I'm surprised ••• , I didn't know ... '"
(p. 469).

• Character identification. Responses show that the reader
is identifying or empathizing with a character. "'If I
were •.• ! would(n't) •.. , I know how he feels •.• , I feel
sorry for •.. Poor (character's name)'"
(p. 469). The reader may also directly address the
character or give advice.
• Character assessment. Responses often indicate judgments
are being made in relationship to the reader's own value
system. Character traits are often used (e.g., lazy,
cruel, persistent).
• Story involvement. Responses indicate the reader's
personal involvement in the story and reactions to
setting, theme, and actions. Personal satisfaction or
dissatisfaction with the unfolding events may be
expressed "(i.e., disgusting, gross, awful, weird,
neat)" (p. 470).
•

Literary evaluation. Responses indicate the reader's
evaluation of part of, or all of the book. They may
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indicate praise or criticism of the author, writing
style, literary genre, or ability to maintain reader
interest. Responses may contrast the book, author, or
genre to others known by the reader.
Hancock (2000) warns that not all children should be
expected to elicit all types of response. The goal should be
that students expand their repertoire of responses over time.
In order to assess this development, children need to
periodically identify the kinds of responses they're using by
coding these according to the category they fit into. This
assessment helps the student, as well as the teacher, find
out which responses are most common and which ones may need
more modeling.
The most powerful component of response journals
according to Hancock (1993), is that the teacher provides
written feedback periodically to each child. She suggests
making contact at least three times a week to start with,
either writing in journal margins or attaching sticky notes.
Teacher comments allow the teacher to encourage students, as
well as broaden their range of responses. It also allows for
teachers to assess students' progress towards making more indepth responses over time.
Although teacher/student communication is a necessary
one, it should not be the only way children share their
written thoughts (Hancock, 1993). She feels that sharing with
a partner is a possibility, if the partners feel secure in
sharing with each other. Literature discussion groups are
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also an option, however she doesn't give details on how this
is to be accomplished. She does indicate that teachers need
to keep a balance when working with literature groups, making
sure they listen when appropriate, as well as provide verbal
support (Hancock, 2000). She also suggests using these
discussions as an assessment tool, keeping track of the
responses made by individual students and analyzing them to
help inform additional instruction.
Benefits of written response are many. Children are able
to keep a permanent record of thinking, and are able to
become more reflective readers as they continuously engage
with the text. Students indicate that the thinking involved
when writing in journals, stays with them, and guides their
independent reading even when they aren't writing (Hancock,
2000).
Transactional Strategies Instruction
Transactional Strategies Instruction (TSI) encourages
students to respond personally and aesthetically to text, as
they practice using comprehension strategies while
transacting with their peers. A goal for TSI programs, is to
enhance reading comprehension by helping students to develop
more personalized and interpretative understandings, as they
use strategies to understand text (Brown, Pressley, Van
Meter,

&

Schuder, 1996; Pressley, et al., 1992). Teachers who

use TSI teach students strategies that help them:
1. set goals and plan for reading;

3.8.

2. process text by using background knowledge along with
text cues to construct meaning;
3. monitor understanding as they read;
4. solve problems encountered with vocabulary and
comprehension while reading; and
5. evaluate performance and understanding during and
after reading. (Schuder, 1993).
The Students Achieving Independent Learning Program
(SAIL) uses TSI to teach low achieving students how to
construct meaning by using the strategies expert readers use.
Because the most successful strategies instruction involves a
great deal of direct explanation (Pressley, 1992), the
primary method for presenting comprehension strategies in
this program is by using explicit, direct explanation (Duffy,
2002). Teachers model, coach, and provide opportunities for
students to practice strategies in groups, pairs, and finally
independently. Short, authentic, challenging text is chosen
that has numerous opportunities for teacher modeling, because
the goal is to help students become successful independent
readers as quickly as possible (Brown

&

Coy-Ogan, 1993).

Every SAIL lesson has three purposes: (a) help students
get the gist of what they are reading; (b) encourage students
to work hard, as well as enjoy the experience; and (c) help
students learn strategies that will help them read or listen
successfully on their own. Early in the year, teachers target
specific strategies for explicit instruction. Strategies that
are usually taught first include; establishing purposes for
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reading/listening, think aloud, predict and verify, use
background knowledge to connect with the text, and problem
solving strategies (e.g., guess, reread, skip hard words and
go on). Other possible strategies that are taught later
include; visualize and verify, literally understand or get
the gist, summarize content periodically, ask questions, and
clarify. vocabulary is addressed during and after reading,
but not before. This allows children to practice using their
problem solving strategies as they read (Schuder, 1993).
A typical lesson begins with the teacher helping
students establish a purpose for reading, and discussing the
strategy or strategies that might be used. The teacher then
begins to read aloud and think aloud, using the focus
strategy or other strategies that are appropriate. After the
teacher models, students have their turn. As students take
over, the teacher continues to prompt, making sure students
support their comments, either with the text or their own
background knowledge. Each student is expected to
participate, and it is the teacher's job to make sure this
happens by scaffolding instruction; giving support until each
child shows that they can function independently. Teachers
also make sure their comments are non-judgmental (Schuder,
1993).
Students are considered to be equal in status in spite
of differences in skills, abilities, and background
knowledge. Reading groups are meant to promote positive
reading habits by encouraging personal response, while
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engaging in discussions of interesting texts. After reading,
students are asked to analyze how well they used their
strategies and what they have learned that helps them become
a better reader. (Bergman & Schuder, 1992; Brown & Coy-Ogan,
1993; Schuder, 1993).
As students become more adept at using strategies, the
teacher promotes more in-depth discussions and encourages a
variety of interpretations. Children are expected to use
their strategies to support their construction of meaning.
Groups become more independent and may even be led by
students who manage turn-taking, solicit comments from all
members, and control disagreements. This is not done,
however, until students understand that ideas need to be
introduced; discussed at length; and justified by using text,
pictures, background knowledge, or personal experience (Brown
&

Coy-Ogan, 1993).
Brown and Coy-Ogan (1993), in their study of second

grade low readers, found that after a year of instruction,
students were able to respond much more effectively because
of the strategy instruction and discussion opportunities they
had been given. Students interpreted text together by
listening and elaborating on each other's responses, and they
were able to integrate and connect information in order to
make new interpretations. Children frequently attempted to
convince others in the group to agree with their viewpoints,
and were confidently able to support ideas using text,
background information, and personal experiences. Student
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interactions showed "the kind of sophisticated responses lowachieving second graders can make when provided with the
proper tools and opportunities to interpret text together"
(p. 229).

Readers' Workshop

Harvey and Goudvis (2000), Keene and Zimmerman (1997),
and Miller (2002) also feel that it is important to teach
children to be strategic readers. Strategic readers engage in
a continuous inner conversation with themselves, constructing
meaning based on their own thoughts, knowledge, and
experiences. They are better able to understand the text as
they make connections with characters, events, and issues.
The best instructional framework for promoting strategic
readers according to Harvey and Goudvis (2000) and Miller
(2002), is a readers' workshop format. This structure, is

based on teaching children the strategies proficient readers
use within the context of an explicit teaching model
(Fielding

&

Pearson, 1994). Fielding and Pearson's four

components of explicit instruction which include teacher
modeling, guided practice, independent practice, and
application of strategies, are incorporated into the three
phases of readers' workshop. These phases, as described by
Miller include: time to teach; time to practice; and time to
share.
Time to teach.

This phase involves whole group explicit instruction of
the skills and strategies that are being focused on. Miller
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(2002) calls these minilessons, but Harvey and Goudvis (2000)
are quick to point out that minilessons include more than
just teacher mentioning and assigning. The teacher clearly
defines and explains the strategy being taught, then models
how to use the strategy by thinking aloud as text is read.
Thinking aloud allows students to see when a strategy might
be used, and how it helps to construct meaning.
Miller (2002) suggests starting the year by helping
students identify the things good readers do and why. In her
classroom, she asks her students to observe people reading
and then share what they have learned. Her students were able
to identify behaviors such as, "asking questions about
stories; laughing, crying, smiling, frowning; and rereading"
(p. 30). Listing these behaviors leads right into introducing
the strategies that good readers use (Pearson et al., 1992).
These strategies become the teaching focus for the year and
include making connections or using schema, questioning,
visualizing, inferring and prediction, determining
importance, and synthesizing.
Explicit modeling requires thoughtful teacher
preparation. Once teachers have chosen the strategy to be
taught, they need to do several things: identify what they
want children to understand about the strategy (when, how,
and why the strategy is being used); choose an appropriate
text to use to read aloud and think aloud; mark places in the
text where the strategy can be used; and finally become
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familiar with the story so remarks modeled are genuine
(Miller, 2002).
Book and text selection is crucial. Harvey and Goudvis
(2000) recommend using short texts and picture books because
short text provides everything that is needed when delivering
instruction.
•

It is easily read out loud, which gives everyone in
the room a common literary experience.

•

It is often well crafted, with vivid language and
striking illustrations or photographs.

•

It provides an intense focus on issues of critical
importance to readers of all ages.

•

It is self-contained and provides a complete set of
thoughts, ideas, and information for the entire group
to mull over.

•

It is easily reread to clarify confusion and better
construct meaning.

•

It is accessible to readers of many different
learning styles and ages.

•

It allows even very young children to engage in
critical and interpretive thinking regardless of their
decoding capability. Ideas about the reading are
easily shared and discussed.

•

It provides ample opportunities for modeling and
thinking aloud.
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• Teachers can provide students with anchor experiences
through short-text reading that students can call upon
later to help comprehend longer or more difficult
text.
• Picture books and many short-text forms cover an
extraordinary range of topics ideas, and issues.
(pp. 43-44)
Guided practice is also done during this whole group
teaching phase. Once the teacher has modeled the strategy,
teacher and students think through the text together.
This allows students to have opportunities to activate,
build, change, and revise their schema as they participate in
discussion with their teacher and their peers. Children are
given a framework for thinking during this time, so that
responses are more thoughtful. This framework includes
prompts such as, "'When I read (or heard) these words •.. it
reminded me of ... ' or 'When I saw the picture of ••• it made
me think about ... '" (Miller, 2002, p. 55). Prompts such as
these keep students' responses text based and also gives a
point of reference for others to respond to.
Harvey (2000) also uses prompts to encourage students as
they think aloud. She has identified prompts for each
strategy:
•

Making connections. "That reminds me of ••• "; "I have a

connection .•• "; "Remember when ••. "
•

Questioning. "I wonder ... "; "How come ... "; "Why .•• ";

"I'm confused .•• "; "I don't get it ••. "
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• Visualizing. "I get a picture in my mind .•• "; "I can
see it ..• "; "It's like a movie in my head •.. "; "I
visualized ••. "
•

Inferring. "I think ••• "; "Maybe it means ••. "; "I'm
guessing that ••• "; "I predict •.• "

•

Determining importance. "This is really important ••• "

• synthesizing. "I get it.,."; "Aha ••• "; "Yes!!. .• "
(pp. 265-287)
Miller (2002) suggests creating anchor charts that
children can use to remind themselves about specific
strategies. Anchor charts involve the teacher recording
discussion responses and transferring statements that are
especially noteworthy onto labeled charts that can be
displayed in the classroom. Anchor charts make strategy
discussions permanent and visible, and allow children to make
connections between strategies.
Time to practice.
Time to practice is the time when children practice the
strategy that they .have been taught. Students read in small
groups, pairs or independently. In order for this time to run
smoothly, the teacher's directions must be explicit. They
need to include specifically what needs to happen and why,
what the activity should look like, and behavior
expectations. Activities are identified that children may
participate in during this time. These include sharing
thinking processes in pairs or small groups, marking the book
with sticky notes where the strategy is being used., taking
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notes, drawing pictures, or filling in teacher created forms.
The teacher confers with children, continues to model the
focus strategy and guide responses, takes notes, and ass~sses
to see how well children are using and understanding the
focus strategy (Miller, 2002).
Sharing.

This phase of readers' workshop according to Miller
(2002), is more than just children sharing something they've
learned. It becomes "a forum for exchanging ideas, and
discussing issues, making connections from our reading lives
to the world, and constructing meaning for ourselves and each
other, one idea at a time" (p. 36). Children are first taught
the rules for sharing, listening, and learning. These include
being prepared, speaking loudly enough so everyone can hear,
looking at the speaker, and thinking about what the speaker
is saying. Miller suggests calling on children first that
have been worked with during independent reading time. This
helps direct discussion towards the focus strategy. Teachers
encourage children to become more thoughtful during
discussions by prompting them with prompts such as, "'So, how
do you know?'; 'What makes you think that?'; 'Tell me more
about your thinking"' (p. 37).
Once children become familiar with reading workshop
routines~ Miller, (2002) suggests dividing them into small
groups she calls book clubs. Children in a book club all read
the same book; take notes as they read; then get together
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during independent reading time to discuss, using strategies
they've learned and practiced.
Before beginning book clubs, Miller (2002) advises
teachers to have children practice listening actively and
responding to others' comments. She offers the following
questions that teachers can teach their students so
that they stay focused during discussions:
• Does what I have to say connect to the question or
topic?
• Can I connect what I have to say to what someone else
has said?
• Can I support what I have to say? What evidence or
personal experience do I have to make my point?
• Has someone else already said what I am about to say?
•

If I am speaking to disagree, can I state what I heard
the other person say and explain how and why my
thinking is different in a nice way?

• Does what I say take the conversation deeper? (p. 95)
Children also practice conversing without raising their hands
which makes it more like a real discussion. Miller feels that
book clubs allow children to make connections with others
which helps to deepen understanding.
Keene and Zimmerman (1997), Harvey and Goudvis (2000),
and Miller (2002) all concur that the teaching of a specific
strategy needs to be done over a long period or time. Thus,
there is a continuing cycle of teacher modeling and guiding,
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and student practicing. Teachers use conversations with
students and their writing to decide when to move to a new
strategy.

Assessment.
Assessment during reade~s· workshop is an ongoing
process. According to Harvey and Goudvis (2000) the only way
a teacher can confidently assess student comprehension is by
having them share their thinking before, during, and after
reading.
Providing a variety of settings for both oral and
written response is important, so that children can show
their strategy knowledge in a variety of ways. Teachers do
this by planning for whole and small group discussions, as
well as conferencing with individual students. During
discussions, teachers record and later analyze responses to
see which strategies are being used successfully and which
ones need further modeling and encouragement.
Individual conferences can be enhanced by asking
students specific questions that relate to each strategy.
Harvey and Goudvis (2000) have adapted generic questions from
Keene and Zimmerman (1997) which include the following:

• Connections. Is there a part of this story or piece
that reminds you of something in your own life? of
something that's happened to you?

• Questions. Can you show me a part of the text where
you have a question? What were you wondering about as
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you read this part? Can you show me a part where you
were confused? What was confusing about it?

• Visualizing. Were there places in the text where you
made a picture in your mind? What images or picture
did you see? What specific words helped you create
that picture in your mind?

•

Inferring. What do you predict will happen in this
piece? can you show me a place in the text where you
found yourself making an inference? What do you think
were the big ideas in the story?

• Detennining importance in text. What is this story or
piece mostly about? Can you tell me about some of the
important ideas that struck you? Any important themes
you noticed? What do you think is most important to
remember about his story/topic?

• synthesizing. can you tell me what the piece is about
in just a few sentences? can you show me a place in
the piece where your thinking changed? How did your
thinking change? Do you have some new ideas or
information? (p. 191)
Written samples which include notes and teacher made response
forms can also be analyzed.
Harvey and Goudvis (2000) strongly emphasize the
importance of assessing not only children's responses, but
also their ability to articulate why they're using a specific
strategy. Do they know how it is helping them better
understand the text? If students are able to do this, then
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they truly understand the strategy and are more likely to use
it independently.

Concerns and Limitations _of Using Reader Response and
Comprehension Strategies Instruction
As previously stated, the methods teachers use have a
lasfingiinpac-\: ori readers. Therefore, well-'prepared teachers·
are important (Bergman, 1992; McGee, 1996; Miller, 2002).
McGee (1992) indicates that in order to teach with a reader
response approach, teachers will need to become more familiar
with transactional theory and how this will guide
instruction.
Langer (1994) discovered as she worked with teachers,
that they were unsure of where instruction fits into a
response-centered approach. They were able to see the
positive aspects of personal response, but they needed to
have clarification on how they were to structure lessons. The
old routines modeled in basal teaching guides did not apply
in response-based teaching situations. Some teachers felt
that there were not enough guidelines, strategies, or
assignment options available to them. Langer also indicates
that even teachers who knew the benefits of reader response
were still guided by their "long-lived notions of teaching
and learning" (p. 206). Children who responded in ways the
teacher didn't expect were sometimes treated as if they had
the wrong answer.
Squire (1994) notes that planning instruction for reader
response is difficult because responses are so unpredictable.
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They are "diverse and often digressive" (p. 646). Many of
these same concerns are reiterated by El-Dinary (2002) in her
review of teachers who are using comprehension strategies
instruction. In addition to the concerns already mentioned,
these teachers also worried about the amount of time this
type of instruction takes.
Teachers that do use reader response methods need to be
aware of how their methods affect their students. Beach
(1993) indicates that some teachers assume that there should
be a particular way of responding (orally, in journals, etc.)
and impose this model onto their students. He believes this
limits the range of responses and inhibits children with
different learning styles. He also feels that a push for more
mature responses shows a lack of consideration for initial
responses, and this negatively impacts students who lack the
confidence or skills to elaborate.
In her study, Hickman (1983) noted that the role of the
teacher was a powerful determinant in children's response.
She found that teachers directly suggested, encouraged
indirectly, and sometimes did not pursue open possibilities.
Children also had a tendency to mirror teacher responses.
Hickman suggests that teachers keep in mind that their job is
to guide and elicit student response, not force their own.
Teachers using transactional response methods need to be
aware that different children have different response
capabilities. Purcell-Gates (1991) found that remedial
readers struggle with personal interpretation. Rather than
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making personal responses, they had a tendency to either
repeat or restate text. They were more event oriented and
failed to create meaning using the text as a whole. A lack of
literary language and inability to infer also limited
responses. Teachers who value transactional response will
have to adapt their teaching practices to include these type
of learners.
Many of the educators that have done research on
transactional strategies instruction have indicated that
learning to become an effective strategies-based teacher
requires a dedicated teacher. The first year especially is a
difficult one, and in order to become an expert it takes from
three to five years (Brown

&

Coy-Ogan, 1993, El-Dinary, 2002;

Schuder, 1993).
Benefits

Regardless of the special demands made on teachers who
use reader response and comprehension strategies instruction
in the clas.sroom, most who use these methods agree the
benefits for students outweigh the concerns (El-Dinary, 2002;
Langer, 1994, Pressley, 1998). Research shows multiple.
benefits.
Children understand concepts better as they interact
with others. Literal understanding as well as general content
knowledge is enhanced during comprehension strategy
instruction (Brown, Pressley, Van Meter,

&

Schuder, 1996).

Gilles (1990) found that her special education

students

"used literature groups to discuss the reading process and
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were encouraged to try strategies most proficient readers
use. Discussions of those strategies built their
metacognitive awareness and flexibility" (p. 67).
Students who participate in response activities become
more reflective critical readers, and are able to function at
a higher level of thinking. They move from passive
information seekers to readers who spend their reading time
questioning, wondering, and reflecting on what they've read
(Anzul, 1993; Leal, 1993).
Through teacher modeling and repeated exposure to
strategy instruction, students are better able to selfregulate strategies that proficient readers use. Students
take ownership of their reading and are more likely to be
aware of their own actual reading processes, thus realizing
when they are having trouble. After being "trained", they are
able to take responsibility for explaining their responses
thoughtfully and are also able to run their own discussion
groups with very little teacher input (Harvey
2000; Jewel

&

Goudvis,

&

Pratt, 1999; Pressley, 1998;).

Low readers also appear to benefit greatly from the use
of reader response and comprehension strategies instruction.
Research done with second graders who were taught with these
methods, shows that students received higher scores on post
tests, and were more self-directed readers than students who
did not have this type of instruction (Baumann
Brown, Pressley, Van Meter,

&

Schuder, 1996).

&

Ivey, 1997;
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Students are able to make connections between the
literature they are reading and their own lives, as well as
the world. They often relate to characters' feelings and
experiences, and sometimes use what they read to make
personal choices (Anzul, 1993; Cox

&

Many, 1992).

Aesthetic teaching enhances the enLerLainrnent value of
books and students are more engaged. Because instruction is
child centered, choice is a~ important part of the reading
program. Children's needs and interests are more easily met,
and consequently they are more motivated to read.
Classroom discussions also encourage children to read more.
In order to discuss, students need to read (Bergman, 1992;
Swift, 1993).
Probably the most important benefit of response based
classrooms where personal response and strategy use is
valued, is that children view themselves as successful
readers. Because reader response and comprehension strategies
instruction can be developed through a read aloud format,
every child in the class has the opportunity to participate.
Students are seen as equals in spite of differences in
skills, abilities, and background knowledge (Bergman, 1992;
Pressley et al., 1992). "As valued meaning makers, each child
feels the importance of the unique viewpoint he or she brings
to the literature" (Hancock, 2000 p. 15).

Summary
The research reviewed supports the premise that teachers
are the key to a child's reading success in the classroom.
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How teachers present information and structure their reading
l~ssons has a lasting impact on children. Teachers need to be
knowledgeable and well-prepared to teach when using reader
response and comprehension strategies instruction. Some
teachers feel that there are not enough guidelines available
to guide them. However, teachers that use reader response and
comprehension strategies instruction feel that the benefits
outweigh the concerns.
Research shows that teachers who implement reader
response and comprehension strategies instruction in their
classrooms, give children the opportunity to become selfmotivated, engaged, and strategic readers. Reader response
allows students to actively construct meaning as they
personally interpret what they read. Comprehension strategies
instruction involves teaching children the reading strategies
that competent readers use. Both use interactive discussion
as the vehicle for expressing ideas. When these methods are
taught together, it allows all children to be treated as
thinkers, and provides students with a positive environment
that not only helps them engage in thoughtful interaction
with their peers, but also improves their comprehension as
well.
Readers who use reader response and comprehension
strategies grow in many ways. They take ownership of meaning
and express interpretations that they can justify using the
text. As they interact with their peers, they refine their
own viewpoints as well as accept others'. Students are able
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to respond in more complex ways than is traditional. The
strategies they learn enable them to independently read,
respond to, and understand a variety of texts. Most
importantly, children using these methods, enjoy reading more
and view themselves as successful readers.

Chapter Three
Design Of The Project

Introduction
For too long children have been reading extensively
without becoming independent, self-regulating readers. In
addition, although students can answer literal questions,
they struggle when asked to do higher level thinking. Many
researchers believe this happens because students simply have
not been shown how to actively think and make meaning for
themselves (Pearson, Roehler, Dole,

&

Duffy, 1992; Pressley,

1998, 2000).
According to Harvey (2000), true comprehension goes
beyond literal understanding. It involves readers using their
own personal thoughts, knowledge, and experiences to interact
with text. Reader response is an approach that allows
students to actively construct meaning as they personally
interpret text. Comprehension strategies instruction teaches
children how to effectively use the strategies that
proficient readers use. In order for students to comprehend
text and think in a more active meaningful way, teachers need
to have expertise in both reader response and comprehension
strategies instruction.
Procedures
The focus of the project was to create a set of
materials based on reader response and comprehension
strategies instruction, that could be shared with the Naches
Valley Intermediate staff in order for them to enhance
57
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comprehension instruction, and help students become more
actively and personally involved as they read. Teachers have
indicated that unengaged, nonthinking readers pose one of the
biggest challenges in the classroom.
After an extensive search of the literature, research
based information, techniques, and lessons were,prepared in
order to share with staff. The material is structured so that
reader response is introduced first to children. The
instructional context of reader response allows all children
to be treated as thinkers, and provides students with a
positive environment that will help them engage in thoughtful
interaction with their peers.
Comprehension strategies instruction is introduced to
enhance personal response and make instruction more explicit,
so that all readers can confidently use the strategies that
proficient readers use in order to make meaning.
The project includes sections for both reader response
and comprehension strategies instruction. Information,
instructional frameworks, techniques, and lessons are
structured in a way that will lead teachers from the basics
to competency. A tentative year long time frame and action
plan, which includes how instruction will be facilitated and
supported, are also included. Teachers will meet and
collaborate to expand and revise information, so by the end
of the year, there will be a comprehensive reading plan with
updated materials.

CHAPTER FOUR
THE PROJECT
Introduction
The following chapter contains the materials,
techniques, and lessons that third and fourth grade teachers
at Naches Valley Intermediate School will have the
opportunity to use, as they add reader response and
comprehension strategies instruction to their reading
comprehension program. Although children have increased the
amount of reading that they are doing, teachers are finding
that there are still too many students that are not
completely engaged as they read, or able to go beyond the
literal meaning of the text. The combination of reader
response and comprehension strategies instruction will enable
readers to learn how to become more engaged, as they learn
the strategies that competent readers use.
The materials in the project start with a General

Teaching Information section which includes a rationale for
the use of reader response and comprehension strategies
instruction, Washington State Essential Academic Learning
Requirements that will be addressed as the methods are
taught, and a tentative implementation plan. Separate
resource sections for both reader response and comprehension

strategies instruction are also included.
Reader response is taught first. The Reader Response

Resources section has information on teacher
responsibilities, a suggested sequence, and material to guide
P-1
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teachers as they implement this approach. The Comprehension

Strategies Instruction Resources section includes information
for effectively teaching comprehension strategies, as well as
information for teaching the following strategies: schema
(making connections), questioning, creating mental images
(visualizing), making inferences, and synthesizing
information. Each strategy has a teaching framework, as well
as lessons and extension activities.
Because the material in the project is meant for staff
development, an informal writing style has been used to make
the information more teacher friendly. This project is not
meant to be a comprehensive set of materials. The plan is to
use them as a guide for teachers, as they introduce reader
response and comprehension strategies instruction in their
classrooms. Although the author will be the facilitator,
teachers will be working together weekly to discuss problems
and successes. The author will be going into classrooms to
model lessons and will also observe other teachers as they
present lessons. Modifications will be made and materials
added as teachers learn from each other. The goal by the end
of the year, will be to have a teaching handbook that has
been created by the collaborative efforts of all
participants. It will include information, teaching tips, and
lessons, that have been developed throughout the year.
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Rationale For Using Reader Response and
Comprehension Strategies Instruction in the
Classroom
Reader response involves readers using their own
personal thoughts, knowledge, and experiences to interact
with text. It is an approach that allows students to actively
construct meaning as they personally interpret what they
read. Comprehension strategies instruction involves teaching
children the reading strategies that competent readers use.
Both use interactive discussion as the vehicle for expressing
ideas. When these methods are taught together, it allows all
children to be treated as thinkers and provides students with
a positive environment that will not only help them engage in
thoughtful interaction with their peers, but will improve
their comprehension as well. Research shows the following
benefits:
•

Children show understanding of concepts as they interact
with others.

•

Students, as they participate in response activities,
become more reflective critical readers and are able to
function at a higher level of thinking, as they gain richer
meaning from what they read.

•

Through teacher modeling and repeated exposure to strategy
instruction, students are better able to self-regulate the
strategies that proficient readers use.
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•

Students develop a better understanding of the elements of
literature.

•

Students have more choice and control of their learning.

•

Children take more responsibility for their own learning.

•

Students make connections between the literature that they
are reading and their own lives, thus enhancing
comprehension.

•

While sharing responses, students develop listening and
responding skills that help them form a deeper appreciation
for others and their viewpoints.

•

Children enjoy reading more.

•

Children view themselves as successful readers.
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State of Washington Essential Academic Learning
Requirements
The following benchmarks will be addressed:
1.1

Use meaning, context, and pictures to comprehend story.

1.2

Build reading vocabulary by interpreting context clues

and using dictionaries.
1.4

Identify literary devices (figurative language and

exaggeration).
Understand story elements (plot, characters, setting,

point of view, problem, solution).
2.1

Demonstrate comprehension of the main idea and

supporting details; summarize ideas in own words.
Connect previous experiences and knowledge when reading

to understand characters, events, and information.
Make inferences and predictions based on the reading

text.
2.2

Find similarities and differences in stories.
Use logical sequence to accurately retell stories.

3.3

Read, respond to, and evaluate a variety of traditional

and contemporary literature.
Read a variety of literature representing different

cultures, perspectives, and issues.
Understand different views of family, friendship,

culture, and tradition found in literature.
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Implementation Plan
The author will be meeting with teachers sometime in
September to give them an overall view of the reader
response/comprehension strategies instruction approach. The
agenda for this initial meeting will include describing and
modeling reader response., explaining the five comprehension
strategies briefly, and going over the benefits of this type
of instruction. The group will also talk about the best way
for the author to present information and model lessons in
classrooms. Tentatively, teachers plan on meeting whole group
once a week for an hour. During these weekly meetings the
author will deliver instruction and facilitate conversations
that will aid in achieving optimal results. Each month there
will be a focus and a routine followed so that .the author can
help teachers achieve the best results.
The author will be keeping a notebook which will include
all of the changes, as well as additions, that are made as a
result of the group's collaboration. In June the group will
meet and discuss problems and successes, and plan what to do
for the next school year.
Monthly Routine
The following gives a possible routine to use each
month:
1. At the first meeting of the month the author will
introduce and model the topic of the month. In
September the group will begin with reader response,
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so meetings in this month will concentrate on this
topic.
2. During this same week, the author will visit
classrooms and demonstrate a lesson.
3. The second week, in the group meeting, class
demonstrations will be addressed and teachers will
decide on a lesson to model with their classes.
4. During this second week, teachers will give the lesson
and write down their thoughts, so they can share in
the group meeting.
5. The third week the group will meet to discuss how
classroom modeling went, and the author will give
instruction as needed. The group will also decide on
the next lesson to model.
6. During the fourth week the author will observe
teachers giving a lesson. The author and the teacher
will assess the lesson, and if there is time before
the next group meeting the lesson will be discussed.
7. The last discussion of the month will include going
over observations and discussing if the group is ready
to try the next strategy. It is recommended that each
strategy be taught over a long period of time,
however, the group can decide when they are ready to
go on.
Tentative Calendar of Implementation
September
Reader response techniques
October/ November
Schema/Questioning
December
Creating Mental Images
Jan. /Feb. /March
Inference/Synthesis
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Reader Response: Introduction
Reader response involves readers using their own
personal thoughts, knowledge, and experiences to gain meaning
as they interact with the text. The best way to teach reader
. response is by modeling. Teachers do this by sharing their
own thoughts about characters and events as they read out
loud to their students.
Every time you read to your students think about
developing the following:
Characterization

Students need a vocabulary bank of character traits so
that when they talk about characters the words come easily.
Characterization develops inference skills and gives children
a way to personally relate to stories. Teach the children the
prompt, "I think (character) is (character trait) because ••. "
An example of this might be: I think Goldilocks is

irresponsible because she broke baby bear's chair.
Plot Analyzation

Prompt children to analyze by asking them questions. How
do you feel about what's going on in the story? Can you
relate in any way?

Are the characters making wise choices?

Do you like what they're doing?

What would you do in their

place? Do you like the way the author is telling the story?
How would you change it?
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Prediction
Predicting and verifying predictions are important
comprehension skills that need to be developed. Picture
prediction is very important and needs to be emphasized.

Questioning
Encourage children to question as they go along. This
keeps them more engaged with the story.

Creating Images - Visualization
Encourage children to stop when they read descriptive
passages and see if they can visualize as well as hear, feel,
touch, and smell what the author is describing. Creating
images also includes thinking about emotions.

Awareness of Language
Hard words or descriptive words, including similes,
metaphors, and figures of speech, need to be pointed out and
appreciated so that vocabulary develops effectively.

summarizing
At the end of each story help children summarize by
reflecting back on personal responses. Pick out the important
comments about the characters and what went on. Was there a
moral or lesson to be learned from the story? Identify these
and discuss them.
From the beginning emphasize using the word because to
justify answers. This makes children think more carefully and
develops comprehension more completely.
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Teacher Responsibilities
Teacher actions are critical to the success of a reader
response teaching approach. The teacher is responsible for
planning read-alouds and extensions of lessons, modeling a
variety of quality responses, directing discussions so that
maximum learning occurs, scaffolding instruction so that
eventually students can respond independently (possibly using
a response journal), and maintaining ongoing assessment.
Planning for a Read-aloud
It is important that teachers plan carefully for readaloud demonstrations. They need to decide if it's going to be
a general read-aloud or one that focuses on specific types of
response. In any case, the book needs to be read beforehand
and places need to be marked where either a comment is to be
shared, or a prompt for the students will be made. Thinking
aloud and modeling are very important and cannot be
successful unless there is advanced planning. Also, keep in
mind, although you may have plans ready, instructional
actions depend on how students respond. That is the magic of
reader response.
During Discussion
The foremost responsibility of the teacher during
discussion is to build an atmosphere of trust so that
children feel comfortable sharing their personal responses,
and know that their comments are valued. Thinking aloud and
modeling a variety of responses, as mentioned above, are also
very important. This needs to be done continually during the
early part of the year. Guiding students so that everyone can
thoughtfully participate is done by gentle questioning and
prompting. Teachers can accomplish this by doing the
following:
• Teaching and guiding procedures for discussion.
• Validating and affirming responses by giving encouragement.
• Restating and asking for more information to help clarify
children's responses.
• Prompting students so that they use their prior knowledge
and text to support their responses. This support can
either come from the student speaking or someone else in
the group. When prompting, make sure you give time for the
child to think. Don't rush.
• Guiding students to elaborate and extend their thinking.
• Scaffolding by starting with oral response first, and
gradually working towards written responses by modeling
what it looks like.
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After Discussion
Try to have students respond in writing after oral
discussions from the beginning. This will help you see if
they have gained meaning from the discussion. Go around and
monitor during independent work time. It's a good opportunity
to do some individual assessments. Make sure you make time to
share responses after independent work.
During the year you will be having the children do
various activities to extend and enrich the learning that has
gone on during discussion, as well as have them write as they
independently read. Make sure you model and make very clear
your expectations. This is important because you may be
working with small groups or conferencing with individual
students, and you don't want to be interrupted. Make sure
children understand the _guidelines for written response.
These include (a) writing the page number of the text they
are responding to, (b) numbering the responses so it is
easier for the teacher to read, (c) writing throughout the
reading using a variety of responses, and (d) giving prove
for responses if necessary.
Assessment;
Assessment needs to be ongoing and is used to drive
·instruction. As you begi~, reader res_ponse assessment will
include taking note of how the children are responding and
adjusting teaching accordi~gly. As the children get more
adept, you may want to try a more detailed assessment (see
page Pl6 for a formal assessment).
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Reader Resporu:e Assessment
The teacher or the student can use this form for
analyzing verbal or written responses. A tally is placed on
the line for every time the response is used. At times you
may only want to focus on part of the form rather than the
whole thing. The most important part of the form is the
section for comments and goals. The teacher can use this
section to help children analyze the information and make
goals for future reading.
NAME
1.

-----------

CONNECTIONS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2.

QUESTIONS

3.

IMAGES

4.

PREDICTIONS

s.

WALKING IN THEIR SHOES

6.

GIVING OPINIONS/SHARING IDEAS

7.

CHARACTER TRAITS

8.

FEELINGS

9.

TALKING TO CHARACTERS

10.

HARD WORDS

11.

DESCRIPTIVE LANGUAGE_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

12.

ENGAGEMENT - How well did you stay focused?

13.

COVERAGE - How well did you include comments from all of

------------------------

the sections that you read? _______________

14.

l

COMMENTS AND GOALS -
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A Suggested Sequence for Teaching Reader
Response and Moving Into Comprehension
Strategies Instruction
•

Reader response is learned through dialogue and modeling,
so it is important to go over .discus.sion guidelines before
you begin. Talk about what is appropriate, write
suggestions down, then make a class chart to post in the
classroom (see pages P21-P22).

• Start with whole group picture book read-alouds. Picture
books are short and have all the examples you need for
response development. Model your own responses using a
variety of response starters (see page P23). Then use
questions to get the children involved (see page P24). On
pages P25-P28 you will find examples of teacher led
discussions.

• Introduce the term reader response by telling the children
they have been making a variety of personal responses
during story time. When readers respond with their own
personal thoughts and ideas it is called reader response or
"RR". Have the children help you start a chart which will
include the type of responses that are made during reader
response time (see page P29 for a sample third grade
chart).
•

Early in the year do a focus lesson on character traits
(see pages P31-P34). Character traits allow children to
talk about characters and their behavior. This is also a
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good time to show students how to do a personal summary of
the story (see page P35).

• Talking about the characters' feelings makes response more
personal, and helps students to relate to the story better.
See pages P36-P37 for a focus lesson on feelings.
•

During the read-aloud, stop periodically, and have the
children share a response with a partner. These can either
be shared whole group or kept to themselves.

•

As children get comfortable with reader response, start
asking them to elaborate and justify answers. Encourage the
rest of the group to ask their peers questions also.

•

Introduce a "guide" which has prompts (see page P30), and
start practicing more focused responses within the group.
If you see students are only using one type of response, do
read-alouds focusing on the other responses.

•

Divide the whole group into smaller groups and start
working on recording responses (on chart paper) as the text
is read out loud. The book Fables by Arnold Lobel is a good
one to use at this point. It has many one page stories that
have strong characters as well as a moral (see pages P38P40 for examples of a group response that has been
recorded). Point out that responses need to be numbered so
they are easier for the teacher to read. If the book you
are responding to has page numbers, write down page numbers
also (see Two Bad Ants example on page P41).
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•

Read, stop, and have students write a response to what you
have just read on their own paper. Then have them either
share with a partner or whole .group.

•

Do paired reading, having the children "respond" back and
forth as they read out loud to each other. Have them record
their responses similarly to what has been done in groups
(see Say Something technique on page P46).

•

Fairy tales or other collections of short stories work well
to practice written responses on (See sample of The Talking
Eggs on page P42). Your basal works very well, too. Again,
do group examples then work in.pairs, the goal being that
children will be able to do this independently at some
point.

•

How soon you ask children to work and respond independently
depends on your students. Independent work can be written

in a variety of ways. Some teachers use a reading journal
(see a sample of how to set up a journal on page P43). Try
it, and if it is not successful, go back and model until
students feel more secure (see an example of independent
work using Tacky the Penguin on page P44).
•

Once the children feel comfortable giving a wide variety of
responses, and are able to respond on paper, it is time to
start reinforcing the "good thinking" that they have
developed in reader response. Comprehension strategies
lessons are used to enhance and make more explicit each
kind of response, so that all students get the opportunity
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to learn how to read like_proficient readers do (see pages
P48-P119 for comprehension strategies instruction).
•

Throughout the rest of the_yearJ balance comprehension
strategy focus lessons with whole group, partner, and small
group reader response discussions. Use the General Response
Activities on pages P46-P47 to add variety to assignments.

These can be used with both reader response and
comprehension strategies instruction.
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Dialogue Guidelines
"More than an exchange of information and sharing of
ideas, dialogue requires personal investment. It cannot be
pursued in a passive state. Teachers who choose dialogue see
the meaning of the word as dynamic" (Peterson & Beds, 1990,
p. 14).
Before you begin reader response, you'll want to explain
to the children that they will be participating in dialogue
or discussion groups. Sometimes the group will include
everyone, sometimes it will only include two. Regardless of
the size of the group, guidelines need to be followed so the
best learning possible can occur. Start out by asking the
children what kind of rules they feel would be important in
order for people to have a good discussion. Let the children
know that the best dialogue occurs when one topic is brought
up and talked about, before a new one is considered. Write
their ideas down and prompt them to also include the
following:
•

People who are talking need to stay on topic •

•

Everyone needs to be active, either giving information or
being a good listener.

•

Listen carefully so you don't repeat something someone else
has already said.

•

Share brief experiences, not long stories

•

If you don't understand something the speaker is saying,
ask polite questions.

•

Drop your hand when someone else is called on, and focus on
what they are saying so you can (a) agree or disagree, (b)
present support for their idea, (c) add your own thoughts
and feelings, or (d) ask questions.

•

Only bring up a new topic when the one under discussion is
completed.
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•

When someone wants to talk they need to signal or raise
their hand, so they don't interrupt.

• People need to take turns so everyone can participate •
• Don't be afraid to disagree, but do so politely •
•

Be ready to support what you say •

• Address your comments to your classmates, not the teacher .
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Response Starters
Use these when you are modeling ways to respond.

Predict
I bet •..

I think .•.

Maybe •••

I was right •••

Talk About Characters
I think (a character) is (kind, helpful, honest, etc.)
If I were (a character) I would/wouldn't .•.
(A character) reminds me of •..
I felt the same way when •••
I admire, hate, feel sorry for, etc ...•

Plot - How Do You Feel About What's Going On?
I like/don't like...

I don't understand why •.•

I remember when I ...

I wish .•.

I can't believe •••

I didn't know .•.

I think/don't think ••.
I agree/disagree .••
I was (upset, happy, sad, afraid, d·isappointed,
surprised) when ..•
This sounds just like •.. (compare with other stories
or experiences)

Question
I wonder why
How come

VocabulariJ
Model: Hard or interesting words; descriptive words; and
figures of speech.
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Teacher Question Prompts
What do you think •.• ?
Would you ••. ?
What would you do if you were (a character)?
Guess/Predict (What's going to happen?)
Did you guess right?
Do you think ... ?
Have you ever?
How do/would you feel?
How do you think (a character) is feeling? Why?
Why do you think ... ?
Did (a character) make a wise choice?
How do you feel about (character or situation)?
I wonder what ...
How so?
Because?
Any interesting words?
What do you

think~~~~~~

means?

Which means ••. ?
Can you relate? (Has this ever happened in your life?)
Could this really happen?
What does this remind you of?
Picture It
What can you say about (a character, a situation, etc.)?
What do the pictures tell you?
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Teacher Prompts
Outrageous, Bodacious Bolivar Boggs
by

Jo

Harper

Here is an example of teacher responses and prompts that
you might use as you begin reader response. You would never
do all of these. Let the children guide your decision making
as you go through the story. If they have nothing to say,
.then make a response .yourself. or prompt them. There is a list
of generic prompts on page P24. Interesting words are
designated with a*
Cover
What do you think this story is going to be about?
What might the setting be?
What do you think about the boy?
Page 1
(Show the picture) - Why do you think she's pointing at the
clock?
What can you see about Bolivar right off the bat? - Does this
sound like anyone you know?
prevaricator - puts things off
outrageous*
Page 2
Bolivar's polite because he says ma'am.
exceptional circumstance*
Sounds like this has happened before.
Page 3
Sounds like he's a brown noser.
moseyed, humongous*
Picture predict the next page, what will the snakes look
like?
Page 4
What do you think? (They look like swindlers, crafty)
What would you do?
Page 5
Are you surprised? (I thought they'd go after Bolivar).
I wonder why they did this?
Similes - 2
"My eyes got in a tangle" - idiom
Page 6
What do you think about Bolivar grabbing the rattler?
What would you have done?
Character traits - brave, foolish, foolhardy, risk taker
Hearts, predict
streaked it*
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Page 7-8
Similes - 3
Predict - What action is he going to take?
Page 9-10
Were you right?
Simile - like a hoop
What do you think? (What a coincidence, he lost everything
down the drain).
Pago 11
outrageous, bodacious, whopperiferous*
What do you think? (Sounds like Bolivar likes all the
attention).
Page 12
Picture It - Oh, oh, he's late again. I bet he's going to get
into big trouble, or here comes another big whooper.
What do you think? (Those kids really egg him on. If I were
the teacher I'd send him to the principal's office).
Page 13-14
Bolivar's poetic.
A bear? •.. Where cacti grow?
What do you think about the bear?
What do you think Bolivar is going to do? What would you do?
Page 15-16
Disaster staring me in the face - Figure of speech
What's going to happen? pg. 15
Similes 2 - pg. 16
Squeezing me into pressed ham - Figure of speech
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Teacher Prompts
Mufaro's Beautiful Daughters
By John Steptoe
This story has lots of places where you can compare it
to other fairy tales you know. Be on the look out for this!!!
What do you think about Manyara? (Did you look at the
picture?) Does she remind you of someone you know?
What do you think about Nyasha? What kind of person is she?
What do you think about Manyara's last statement?
What do you think about Nyasha?
Would you have been able to ignore Manyara like Nyasha did?
What do you think about Nyasha's meeting with the snake? How
would you have reacted?
millet - ?
yam - ?
What do you think about having a snake for a pet?
Have you ever known of someone who was mean to you, but nice
when you're around other people?
How do you feel about Manyara now? Nyasha?
considerate - ?
What story does this remind you of?
Manyara tried to sweet talk her father. What do you think
about this?
What kind of person is Mufaro?
Was it smart for Manyara to sneak out?
Do you know of someone who did something unwise because they
were greedy? What happened to them?
proclaimed - ?
grieve - ?
Can you make a picture response?
What do you think about Manyara this time?
silhouetted - ?
What story does this remind you of?
Can you make a prediction about what Manyara would do?
How do you feel about the man with the head under his arm?
What do you think about Manyara's comments? Do you have
something to say about what she did?
foretold - ?
acknowledges - ?
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What do you think about Nyasha's feelings about where to
live?
If you were Nyasha would you feel this way?
commotion - ?
assembled - ?
plumed - ?
anxious - ?
Can you say something about the boy? the old woman?
pouch - ?
Can you comment about Nyasha?
Can you make a prediction about what's going to happen next?
towering - ?
Tree branches that bow down?? Why would they do this?
destination - ?
transfixed - ?
descended - ?
rent - ?
chamber - ?
enclosure - ?
Can you predict what happened?
What do you think about Manyara's story?
Nyasha, what do you think about her going in? Would you have
done the same?
Can you comment about the snake?
What do you think about the king?
hysterically - ?
chamber - ?
What do you think about what's happening?
preparations - ?
millet - ?
What do you think about the ending? Would you like to have a
servant like Manyara?
Do you think it was fair to make her a servant? What would
you have done?
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Third Grade Regporu:e Starters
This is an example of an ongoing list that is added to
as children give different types of responses. It makes
students aware of the variety of different responses
possible. You can use this to develop a more concise list
like the one illustrated on page P30.
1.

I think .•.

2.

I bet ••. Maybe ...

3.

I wish •..

4.

I wonder ...

5.

This reminds me of .••

6.

Questions ...

7.

Good language - similes - figures of speech

8.

I noticed .•.

9.

Character traits - gentle, creative, playful, active,
thankful, helpful ••.

10.

I'm surprised ••.

11.

If I were him •.•
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Bookmarks
These are to be given to children to remind them of the
different types of response.

READER RESPONSE

READER RESPONSE

PICTURES AND TEXT

PICTURES AND TEXT

Don't Forget

Don't Forget

BECAUSE

BECAUSE

1. THIS REMINDS ME OF •••

1. THIS REMINDS ME OF •••

2. ASK QUESTIONS

2. ASK QUESTIONS

I wonder why ••. How come •.•
3. PICTURE IT

3. PICTURE IT

I see/feel/hear/taste/smell
4. PREDICT

I see/feel/hear/taste/smell
4. PREDICT

I bet •..

I bet ••.

5. WALK IN THEIR SHOES

If I were •••

5. WALK IN THEIR SHOES

If I were .••

6. GIVE OPINIONS/SHARE IDEAS

I think ••.

6. GIVE OPINIONS/SHARE IDEAS

I think •••

7 • CHARACTER TRAITS

is

I wonder why ••• How come •.•

because .••

8. FEELINGS - YOURS AND THE
CHARACTERS

9. TALK TO THE CHARACTERS

7. CHARACTER TRAITS

is

because •••

B. FEELINGS - YOURS AND THE
CHARACTERS
9. TALK TO THE CHARACTERS

10. HARD WORDS - ?

10. HARD WORDS - ?

11. DESCRIPTIVE WORDS*

11. DESCRIPTIVE WORDS*

12. OTHER

12. OTHER
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Character Traits
POSIT'IVS

NEUTRAL

NEGATIVE

ambitious
brave
cautious
cheerful
confident
conscientious
considerate
cordial
efficient
energetic
enthusiastic
forgiving
friendly
funny
generous
helpful
honest
humble
industrious
loyal
meticulous
obedient
optimistic
patient
persistent
resourceful
responsible
sensible
skillful
smart
tolerant
trustworthy
understanding
wise

curious
adventurous
aggressive
deceitful
docile
eccentric
impulsive
loquacious
picky
sensitive
silly
stubborn
tenacious

bossy
bratty
careless
conceited
cruel
demanding
greedy
gullible
impatient
lackadaisical
mischievous
overbearing
pessimistic
rebellious
reckless
rude
sarcastic
sassy
sneaky
snobbish
spoiled
unkind
unwise
weakling
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Focus on Character Traits
guper Dooper Jezebel
by Tony Ross
This lesson will take several sessions.
Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is to introduce children to a
variety of character traits that they can use to describe
characters during reader response.
Materials and Preparation for Day One
•

You will need to make a list of character traits that are
appropriate for your grade level. Make sure you have a _good
combination of positive, neutral, and negative traits (see
page 31 for ideas). Run off enough copies for your class.

•

You will need to be ready to share some traits that apply
to you.

•

You will need a copy of Super Dooper Jezebel by Tony Ross.

•

Students will need a pencil.

•

Prepare a chart titled Character Traits.
Introduction - What to Say
"You are going to be reading a variety of books this

year and sometimes you are going to want to talk about the
characters. (Hold up Super Dooper Jezebel). This is a story
about a girl who tries to be perfect in every way. Perfect is
an example of a character trait. Character traits are
important because they help us describe characters and we
will be doing this a lot. On your paper, I'd like you to
write down all the character traits you can think of that
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describe you. If you are not sure what to do, watch me as I
list my character traits." (I list honest, creative,
trustworthy, bookish, reliable, prompt, witty, caring,
curious, responsible, energetic, bossy, helpful, studious,
opinionated, stubborn, loquacious, sensitive, meticulous, and
sloppy). whole group share and start making a list that will
stay posted in the classroom. Then pass out the character
trait list. Have the kids check which traits describe them
and underline any words that they don't know. Go over the
list with the whole group so they can check off any more
traits that apply to them. Tomorrow you will use this list
before you read Super Dooper Jezebel. (The reason why you
have the children identify their own traits is because the
more personal you make it, the better they will remember).
Materials and Preparation for Day Two.
•

You will need to preread Super Dooper Jezebel and identify
the places you want to stop and model, or elicit character
traits from the children.

•

You will need to prepare a chart that is titled Perfect.

•

You will also need to prepare a double column chart with
one side titled Jezebel and the side titled Other Children.

•

Children will need paper and pencil and their character
trait list.
The next day have the group look at the character traits

list and pick out characteristics that go along with the word
"perfect". List these on chart paper. Then begin your Super
Dooper Jezebel lesson:
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Read the first page. Say, "Look at Jezebel. What are
some character traits that we might use to describe her?"
Start a list using the Jezebel side of the chart. Stop at the
end of each page, and ask your students if they want to add
any more traits to Jezebel or The Other Children. At the end
of the lesson, compare Jezebel to the other children. was she
really perfect? Who was having a better life?
You will have quite a few traits listed by the end of
this lesson. If you type the lists up, you can give it to
your students as a reference to use to describe other
characters throughout the year. Children can also add to the
list as they learn other character traits.

Tacky the Penguin by Helen Lester would also be a good
book to use for this lesson.
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PersonalSununa.1"3
Super Dooper Jezebel
By Tony Ross
Jezebel thought being perfect meant being better than
everyone else. This made her bossy and conceited. I bet she
cl.idn 't have any friends J:':>ecause bf this. She never had any
fun with other people. I think this is one of the reasons why
in the end she started looking mean. I also think the
pressure of always doing everything perfect was getting to
her. In the long run she was probably not as happy as the
other children. I think "perfect" means doing the best you
can, and feeling proud of your accomplishments without
bragging or putting others down.
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Introducing Feelings
You will want children to talk about feelings as they
respond, both their own and the characters. It's important to
have a word bank that they can draw from. One of the best
ways to start is to give children examples of what feelings
are and have them brainstorm names of feelings that they
know. Put these feelings on a chart. Then, read books that
specifically talk about feelings. As you read the books, list
the feelings that are described. As other feelings are
suggested in discussion, add these to the list also. Below is
a feelings list to use as a reference, as well as some book
titles:

angry
annoyed
anxious
ashamed
betrayed
bored
confident
confused
delighted
disgusted
ecstatic
embarrassed
exasperated
exhausted

fearful
foolish
frightened
frustrated
grateful
guilty
helpless
hopeful
hysterical
ignored
jealous
lonely
miserable

nervous
outraged
overwhelmed
pressured
rejected
relieved
sad
shocked
shy
surprised
terrified
upset
worried

Feelings. Aliki
How Are You Peeling? Foods With Moods. Saxton Freymann and
Joost Elffers
My Many Colored Days. Dr. Seuss
Sometimes I Feel Like A Mouse: A Book About Feelings. Jeanne
Modesitt
Today I Feel Silly
Curtis

&

Other Moods That Make My Day. Jamie Lee
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Focus On Feelings
Patchwork Quilt-Third Grade Example
By Valerie Flournoy
1.

I wonder if Tanya feels a little hurt because she
doesn't see any of her scraps.

2.

Seems like Grandma iR a little upset. Maybe she woke up
on the wrong side of the bed.

3.

Oh, oh, Tanya called Grandma's quilt dirty. I bet
Grandma is really upset now.

4.

Oh, she called Tanya honey. This doesn't sound like
she's too upset.

5.

Grandma thinks the old ways are forgotten. I wonder if
that's why she's so upset?

6.

I wonder if Tanya's trying to comfort grandma by resting
her head on her shoulder.

7.

I think Morn is mad because she just cleaned and
Grandma's scraps are all over. All that hard work for
nothing.

8.

I wonder if Morn brought in the biscuits to make Grandma
feel better.

9.

I bet Grandma is upset because Morn doesn't appreciate
homemade quilts like she does.
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The Camel Dances - Use for Group Response
In Fables

By Arnold Lobel

Lobel, A.

(1980). Fables. New York: Scholastic Inc.

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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The Camel Dances
Fourth Grade Group Response
In Fables by Arnold Lobel
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

What's a camel doing in a skirt?
I didn't know a camel could dance.
I bet camel dancing is weird.
I think it's ridiculous for a camel to even think about
dancing!
ballet?
I think a camel would look funny in a tutu.
I bet she'll be able to do it, because she has her heart
set on it.
My one and only desire.*
I think she's silly to think she has beauty. Camels are
ugly.
I think she really is serious about dancing.
pirouettes - releves - arabesques?
I don't think she should practice because she might hurt
herself.
I think she will be able to dance because she's
practiced so much.
I think she's good at setting her mind and not giving
up. She's tough.
fatigue?
I bet she's really tired and uncomfortable from all this
practice. I don't know how she did it!!
I wonder how she can do this, when camels walk on all
four legs! I wonder if she' going to try and do a
handstand.
blistered*
I bet she's going to fall on her face.
Deep bow - I wonder if she fell when she did this.
I wonder if she made it through without stumbling.
At the end of the dance she seemed confident, because
she made a deep bow.
I bet she's happy .because she finally became a dancer.
What is a recital?
I think the critic was mean to tell her she was lumpy.
I think it was very impolite that no one applauded.
I can't believe she'.s wasting her time. She's sure to
fail.
I'm not surprised that no one clapped. I can't picture a
camel dancing.
She didn't deserve to have anyone clap. She was probably
very clumsy.
If I was the camel I'd punch that critic in the nose!
I think the audience was being honest and that's OK.
I think she learned a lesson. Moral - Don't do something
that's probably impossible because you'll fail and be
made fun of.
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33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

Moral - It's better to do something for yourself and
love it then to try to please other people.
I think the camel was persistent because she never gave
up.
I think she is good because she worked hard and she
completed her dream.
I'm impressed with the camel. She wasn't scared. She was
brave and she didn't let comments destroy her dreams.
She ignored rude comments.
I admire her for not getting mad. She controlled her
temper.
Moral - If you stick to something, you can accomplish
anything.
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Group Response - Third Grade
Two Bad Ants
Bu Chris Van Allsburg
Page 18
1.

I bet they're in hot chocolate.

2.

sounds like they 're getting terrorized!

3.

If I were them, I'd think I was in a whirlpool.

4.

I'd be scared out of my wits!

5.

stirred violently*

6.

How can they breathe? I bet they wish they hadn't
stayed there.

7.

If were them, I'd think I was in a war.

8.

I don't think it was worth risking your lives for, guys!

9.

I'd be thinking I was going to die!

10.

They're very talented ants. Most ants can't swim.
Page 19

11.

Bitter water? Well, it's not cocoa.

12.

I bet they think they're in an underwater tornado.

13.

I bet they won't be able to get out because the sides
are so steep.
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Group Response
The Talking Bggs
By Robert D. San Souci
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

I wonder why in every story the kind people always have
to do the chores?
This sounds like the Rough Faced Girl.
Rose is mean. She has no right making her sister do all
the work.
I think it should be the other way around.
They're dreaming. They'll never get to the city.
Sounds like Cinderella.
It sounds like the Golden Goose when the man asked for
food.
I think the old lady might give Blanche some magic.
Why would Blanche call the old lady auntie?
The woman sounds like a witch.
I think Blanche was kind because she gave the old woman
water.
I think Rose is mean. She had no right to dump that
water.
I'd run away too if someone was beating on me and
yelling.
I think it was dumb of Blanche to go off with a
stranger.
I can't believe she didn't laugh at the cow. She is
really considerate to think about the woman's feelings.
Colored chickens with four legs that whistled? I think I
would have said something.
She took off her head. Gross!
If I were Blanche I would have run out of there.
Everything is magic around here.
Sounds like Alice in Wonderland.
I think that the old woman is bossy because she keeps
telling Blanche what to do.
I wonder what kind of surprise would fit into an egg?
I can't believe she didn't take any of the gold eggs.
This sounds like Cinderella, fancy dresses, a carriage,
a pony made from a cricket.
I bet mom and sister will take away all of her goodies.
Interesting, they didn't take away her stuff, they're
being nice to her. I bet they're just buttering her up.
That Mom wants everyone else to do the dirty work, and
boy is she greedy.
I bet Rose is going to laugh.
She laughed. I was right. I bet she's going to be
unkind too.
I think Rose is just a complainer. All she does is
gripe.
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Setting Up a Response Journal
There are many ways to set up response journals. Some
people use spiral bound notebooks. Some like to be able to
collect individual responses, so they prefer using one inch
binders. Another reason to use binders is that you can add to
them as the year goes along. For written responses, ask the
children to date them, write the page number they are
responding to in the middle of the line, and number the
responses as they go (see page P44 for an example). Some of
the other items that will go into the binder as you.go
through the year might include character trait lists, a
feelings list, student response starters, and any other
lists, examples, or assignments that are given to students.
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Independent Reader Response
Tacky the Penguin
By Helen Lester
Page 3
1. Why is a penguin wearing a Hawaiian shirt? I thought
penguins wore tuxedos.
2. I wonder if he's going to do everything opposite of
everybody else? He looks kind of cute to me.
Page 4
3. Companions? Does this mean friends? They sure don't look

like they're his friends, because they aren't even
looking at him and have their noses in the air.
4. Weird names. I wonder if they match their personalities?
They look like they're stuck up, because they have that
"I'm perfect" look on their faces, just like Super Dooper
Jezebel. I bet they aren't very nice.
Page 5
5. I can see why they call him odd. He doesn't look at all

like the other guys. His clothes don't even match.
6. That sandwich looks disgusting. I wonder what else he

does that's weird?
Page 6-7
7. Sounds like the other penguins are old-fashioned because
they are so quiet and polite, and Tacky is "hip", because
"what's happening" is a more upbeat way to talk. I bet
they hate having him around. I know when I'm trying to be
serious and someone's joking around I don't appreciate
it.
8. hearty slap - Does hearty mean hard??
Pages 8-9
9. The other penguins look like they have starch in their
shorts and Tacky looks like a klutz. Isn't there anybody
normal in this story??
Pages 10-11
10. Way to go Tacky! I like doing cannonballs too. His
companions don't look like they're having as much fun as
he is. They look really irritated.
Page 12
11. Oh oh, I bet Tacky sings something really funky.
Page 13
12. I was right! What a goofy title, and he plays an
accordion. I wonder if he purposely does things to annoy
the others because they're such "stuffed shirts"?
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Pages 14-15
13. Oh oh, hunters are corning. I wonder what the penguins are
going to do?
Page 16
14. The hunters don't look like they'd eat penguins, but they
do look evil. What do they want penguins for?
15. growly voices*
Page 17
· · 16. March them with a switch? What does that mean?
17. Oh, now I know what they're going to do. They're going to
sell the penguins. I can't believe they think they're
going to get rich by selling them for a dollar.
Pages 18-19
18. What about Tacky? Did they leave him behind? I bet they
did. Boy are they self-centered, because they're only
thinking about themselves.
Pages 20-21
19. Yep, they left him behind. Tacky doesn't seem very
scared. He's either very brave or really stupid. I would
be running for my life if I were him.
Pages 22-25
20. Dumb move, Tacky, you shouldn't have hit that hunter.
He's going to get mad. I don't think Tacky realizes that
he's in danger. He's just trying to be friendly.
21. It's a good thing Tacky is dressed this way. They don't
even recognize that he's a penguin.
22. I can't believe Tacky hasn't run off yet. He really
doesn't know he's in trouble. It looks like he's
confusing the hunters though, because it says they're
puzzled.
Pages 25-29
23. He got them good with that cannonball. I wonder how far
he can go before he really ticks them off? I wonder what
he's going to do next?
24. Oh, he's singing! I can't believe the other guys joined
in. Maybe they're not so stuck up after all.
25. It doesn't look like the hunters appreciate the concert.
They've got their hands over there ears. I wonder if
they'll leave. They haven't seen any pretty penguins yet,
and Tacky is being a real pain.
Page 30-32
26. Yes, I was right, they can't stand it and they're
leaving.
27. Those penguins better be happy that Tacky "saved their
bacon". Yep, they hugged him, but I wonder how long their
"friendship" will last? Sometimes people are only
friendly when you're doing something for them.
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General Response Options for Reader Response
and Comprehension Strate~ Lessons
Tag It - Have children use self-adhesive notes to mark the
place in the text where they have a response. Decide before
ths l@sson how. you want .th@m.. to us€! th€! notE!s and what you
want them to write. Do you want them to use a code? write the
page number? use a phrase? (Keene

&

Zimmerman, 1997).

Say Something - This activity is done in pairs with both
children reading the same text. Student #1 reads a short
chunk then stops and tells student #2 to "say something".
Student #2 responds to the text, then asks student #1, "Do
you have something to add?" If the child doesn't, but has

(

something new they say, "No, but I have something new." When
everything has been discussed, the child that hasn't read
takes a turn and thereafter both children take turns reading
and responding (Short, Harste,

&

Burke, 1996).

Double/Triple Column Chart - Children can use these charts
anytime they have two or three items they want to compare.
For example: Have the children fold their paper vertically in
half. On the left side they will write a focus chosen by the
teacher (facts from the text, quote from the text, strategy
being studied, schema being used, etc.) and on the right side
they will place their response {Keene

&

Zimmerman, 1997).

Straight Entry Journal - Children use a spiral notebook or
sheet of paper and write responses as they read, making sure
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they number the responses and write down the page numbers
where they responded.
Poster/Transparency Response - Children are given a piece of
chart paper or poster paper and they write their responses on
it to share with others later. They need to number these and
write down the pages where the response came from. Children
can also write their responses on a transparency that can
later be shared using the overhead.
Tape Recorded Responses - Children read the story into the
tape recorder and respond.
Sketch It - During or after reading, children sketch a
response and include a short explanation (McLaughlin

&

Allen,

2002).

(

Box It - Give children a rectangular piece of paper. The size
will depend on how many categories of response the focus is
on. Have children fold the paper into the number of boxes
needed to record different response types. For example if
children are going to respond to prediction, connections, and
questions, they will fold their paper into thirds to make
three boxes. They will label each box with a strategy or
response type, and as they read they will put their response
into the appropriate box.
Pair Share - Children are paired up and share responses as
the teacher says, "Pair share."
These activities can be used for both reader res_ponse
and comprehension strategies instruction.
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INFORMATION FOR EFFECTIVELY
TEACHING
COMPREHENSION STRATEGIES
"If we know that thinking about our own thinking and using
the s:trategieg that formthig metacognitive foundation are
associated with the tendency to read more deeply, critically,
analytically, and independently, shouldn't comprehension
s:trategy instruction be, a major. focus of our work with
children who are learning to read and reading to learn?"
(Keene & Zimmerman, 1997, p. 43).

This section includes:
An Introduction to Comprehension

Strategies Instruction
Page PSO
Effectively Teaching Comprehension Strategies
Page PSl
An Instructional Model
Pages P52-P53
Teacher Prompts
Pages P54-P57
Response Starters
Pages P58-P59
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Comprehension Strategies Instruction:
An Introduction
Comprehension strategies instruction involves teaching
children the strategies that good readers use. The strategies

in this section include activating schema, questioning,
creating images, making inferences, and synthesizing.

Definitions
•

Activating schema involves teaching children to make
connections between what they know and feel with the text.
Students can make personal connections, which are called
text-to-self. They can make connections between the text
and the world which are called text-to-world. And, they can
make connections between texts which are called text-totext.

•

Questioning involves purposefully asking questions before,
during, and after reading.

•

Creating an image (visualizing) involves using your senses
to "picture" in your mind what the text is telling you.

•

Making inferences involves readers using what they already
know along with text clues, to make unique observations or
interpretations. Predicting is also an important part of
inferring.

•

Synthesizing involves summarizing the text, as well as
sorting out the unimportant details, to create a personal
interpretation of text.
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Effectivelg Teaching Comprehension Strategies
Teaching kids to read strategically means showing them
how to construct meaning from what they read. Comprehension
strategies instruction is most effective when teachers:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Model their own use of the strategy repeatedly over
time.
Show students their think-ing when reading, and
articulate how that thinking helps them better
understand what they read.
Discuss how the strategy helps readers make meaning.
Make connections between the new strategy and what the
reader already knows.
Respond in writing by coding the text according to a
particular strategy.
Gradually release responsibility for the use of the
strategy to the students.
Build in large amounts of time for actual text reading
by the students.
Provide opportunities for guided practice in strategy
application.
Help students notice how these strategies intersect
and work in conjunction with one another.
Take time to observe and confer directly with students
about their strategy learning, and keep records of
those observations and conferences.
Remind students that the purpose for using the
strategy is to better comprehend text. (Harvey &
Goudvis, 2000, pp. 28-29)

Harvey, s., & Goudvis, A. (2000). Strategies that work:
Teaching comprehension to enhance understanding. York,
MN: Stenhouse Publishing.
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An Instructional Model
"Effectively teaching comprehension strategies requires
more than going over these ideas; it requires direct
instruction: explaining, demonstrating, guiding, practicing, and
reflecting'' (McLaughlin & Allen, 2002, p. 20).
Duke and Pearson (2002) recommend an approach that
encourages the release of responsibility from the teacher to
the student. In order to get maximum results the following
steps are recommended:
Prepare
•

Read the text before the presentation, marking places where
you can stop and think-aloud using the focus strategy.
Teacher-Directed Whole Group Instruction

/

•

Explain the strategy including why a good reader uses it.

•

Model the strategy by reading out loud and thinking out

''

loud as you go.
Guide students
•

Encourage students to join in, attempting the strategy as
you continue reading through the book out loud.

•

Make sure you monitor student understanding and clear up
any misconceptions.
Supported Practice

•

Read a section and have students apply the strategy in
pairs or small groups.
Assign Independent Practice

•

Students try the strategy independently, using the reading
basal or a silent reading book.
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•

Students can either use sticky notes to mark the places in
the story where they are using the strategy, or write their
responses on paper with the page number indicated.

Assess
•

Monitor students' use of comprehension strategies as well
as their comprehension of text.

•

Results of assessment should be used to drive instruction.
If a particular strategy is being used incorrectly, the
teacher should provide additional instruction.

Reflect

• The group gets back together to discuss independent
strategy use.

Duke, N. K., & Pearson, P. D. Effective practices for
developing reading comprehension. In A. E. Farstrup & S.
J. Samuels (Eds.), What research has to say about
reading instruction (pp. 205-242). Newark, DE:
International Reading Association.
Harvey, s., & Goudvis, A. (2000). Strategies that work:
Teaching comprehension to enhance understanding. York,
ME: Stenhouse Publishers.
Mclaughlin. M., & Allen, M.B. (2002). Guided comprehension: A
teaching model for grades 3-8. Newark, DE: International
Reading Association.
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TEACHER PROMPTS
"These prompts ask readers to think to feel to express,
to connect, to predict, to interpret, to relate, to become. The
prompts compel the reader to focus on the characters, the
dilemmas, the causes, the outcomes, and the implications.
While some ma'J view prompts as restrictive, the'] exist to
serve as facilitators of understanding, feeling, and engagement
in literature" (Hancock, 2000, p. 215).

Activating Schema
•

Can you relate to that?

•

What do you know about ...

• Would you •.. ?
•

What -would you do if you were (a character)?

•

Have you ever - - -?

•

How do/would you feel?

•

How do you think (a character) is feeling? Why?

•

Did (a character) make a wise choice?

•

How do you feel about (character or situation)?

•

Who/What does this remind you of?

•

What advice would you give?
For a Quick Assessment

•

Tell me about a part of the story that reminds you of
something in your own life or something that has happened
to you ..• So, how does that connection help you better
understand the story?
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• Does your connection help you understand the situation
better? the characters' feelings? the story elements?

Questioning
• What part of the story are you puzzled about?
•

What part of the story confuses you?

• was there anything you wondered about?
•

can you show me some words you had questions about?
For a Quick Assessment

•

Can you show me a part of the text where you have a
question?

• Where do you think we can find the answer?
•

How does this question help_you better understand the
story?

Creating Mental hnages
Visualization
•

Picture it

• What do you see? hear? taste? smell? feel as you touch?
feel emotionally?
For a Quick Assessment
•

Show me a place in the story where.you made a picture. What
images do you see?

•

Can you use all five of your senses?

• What emotions are you feeling?
•

How does this help you understand the story better?
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•

Have you changed any of your images as you have read? How?

•

Are there images in your head that you would like to use
during writing time?

Making Inferences
• What do you think?
•

What do you think will happen?

•

How do you think (a character) is feeling? Why?

•

How do you feel about that?

• What do you think

means? Why?

•

What kind of person do you think (a character) is?

•

Why do you think
For a Quick Assessment

•

Show me a place in the story where you made a prediction.

• was your prediction verified? Were you right?
•

can you show me a place where you made an inference? What
clues make you think this?

• How does this help you better understand the story?

Synthesizing Information
• What can you tell me about the story so far?
• What lesson(s) did you learn from this?
• What do you think the point of the story so far is?
• What clues in the story helped you come to this conclusion?
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(

For a Quick Assessment
•

Can you tell me what this section is about in just a few
sentences?

•

Why do you feel these events are important?

• Can you show m§ a place where your thinking changed?

Other
•

Because?

•

Any good language?

• Which means?
•

Could this really happen?

Harvey, s., & Goudvis, A. (2000). Strategies that work:
Teaching comprehension to enhance understanding. York, ME:
Stenhouse Publishers.
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Response Starters
These are similar to reader response prompts and can be used
as you model each comprehension strategy. This is a good
review for children who have trouble getting ideas started.

Schema
•
•
•
•
•
•

This reminds me of ..•
I have a connection •••
I remember when •.•
This sounds just like •••
I felt the same way when •••
If I were (a character) I would/wouldn't

•

I felt

•

If I were writing this story I would ••.

when ...

Questioning
•
•

I wonder why . ..
How come ••.

•

I don't understand why ••.

•

I 'm confused . . .

•
•
•

I don't get it .. .
What does this mean?
I wonder if ...

•

Why ••• ?

•

Why did the author do it this way?

•

Now I understand ...

•

I'm not sure about .••

Creating Mental hnages
Visualization
•

I can picture ...

•

I can see ...

•

It's like a movie in my head ...
I visualized ....

•

Making Inferences
•
•
•
•
•

I think ...
I'm guessing that ...
I bet ...
I predict ...
Maybe .•.
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•
•

I was right/wrong
I think (name a character) is (character trait) because •••

Synthesizing
•
•

•

I agree/disagree
I get it ...
rhe moral. of .this story is .••

Other
•
•
•

I can't believe ...
I noticed .. .
I hope that . . .
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ACTIVATING SCHEMA
Making Connections
Connecting to Reader Response
Can you relate'?
This reminds me of ...
Feelings - Yours and the characters
Talk to the.characters
Walk in their shoes

This section includes :
Activating Schema - Key Points and Anchor Lessons
Pages P61-P66
Introductory Lesson on Schema
Pages P67-P69
Schema Lesson Using Enemy Pie
Pages P70-P74
Activating Schema - A Possible Teaching Framework
Pages P75-P76
Activating Schema - Additional Activities
Page P77
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Activating Schema - Ke'J Points and Anchor
Lessons
Making Connections
Key Points to Keep in Mind and Emphasize With Students
(Adapted from Keene & Zimmerman, 1997, pp. 71-72)
1. Good readers activate the.fr schema before, during, a:nd

after reading in order to enhance understanding.
•

They start with the cover and make sure illustrations
are also included in responses.

• They activate schema as it relates to story elements
(setting, characters, problem, plot, resolution, and
theme).

• They activate feelings and experiences knowing they
can relate better to the story and understand it better
when they do this.
2. Good readers use schema to connect the text to their own
lives, other texts, and the world; and are able to
articulate the connections. (Teachers encourage responses
to all three types because it encourages children to look
several directions when activating prior knowledge).

• They relate text to self using their own personal
background knowledge and experiences.

• They relate text to text which includes books, poems,
songs, and any other written material. They compare:
characters' personalities and actions; lessons
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learned or themes of the story; different versions of
familiar stories; or books by the same author.
•

They relate text to world which includes TV, newspapers,
societal issues, concerns, events, and the world at
large.

3. Good readers understand. the difference between meani.ngful
connections that help with understanding and those that
don't.
•

They know that authentic connections support
understanding.

•

They connect to ideas, rather than

words. (Example: I

know how he feels, I also have a hyper dog that makes my
mom mad; versus, I like brown dogs, too).
4. Good readers are able to add to and revise their schema as
they learn new information.
•

They revise their schema using new information
discovered in texts, new information presented in
dialogue with others, and also new information learned
as they engage in new experiences.
Anchor Lessons
Activating Schema - Text-to-Self

It is important to choose a book for modeling that has
many opportunities for making connections. Realistic fiction
or memoirs are good genres to start with because they contain
real experiences that children can relate to (Harvey

&
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Goudvis, 2000). Text sets, which include books by the same
author, also help with this.
Wilford Gordon McDonald Partriqge by Mem Fox is a _good

book to start with. It talks about a boy who thinks one of
his elderly friends has lost her memory. It leads right into
a discussion about schema. Debbie Miller (200:2) explains
schema to her students by s_aying, "Schema is all the stuff
that's already inside your head, like places you've been,
things you've done, books you've read - all the experiences
you've had that make up who you are and what you know and
believe to be true" (p. 57). See pages P67 - P69 for a
complete lesson plan for Wilfred Gordon McDonald Partridge.
When you're ready to choose a new story, read it to
yourself and carefully pick out the places in the book where
you and your students might be able to make personal
connections or text-to-self connections. These are the places
you will want to stop and think aloud as you do the read
aloud. Be ready to include how schema helps you understand
the text, and how your schema was changed because_you read
the text. Also prepare a chart so you can record comments
made during discussion. Enemy Pie by Derek Munson is a good
book to use for this lesson.
Point out to the children before you start this anchor
lesson, that they have already been using their schema a lot
during reader response. Every time they use, "this reminds me
of •.. " they are using their own background knowledge and
experience to help them make personal connections with the
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story. Personal connections he+p readers understand the story
better. Tell them that for this story, the main focus is
going to be on making personal connections. Start out by
reading out loud and sharing your connections with the story,
including how what you're saying is helping you understand
the characters and what's going on. Record several.of your
own comments on the comment chart, then ask the students to
join in. If you find too many children want to participate,
have them share with a neighbor. After you and your students
have worked together for about 20 minutes, hand out cut up
sticky notes, and have the students go off and read
independently, instructing them to "tag" places in the story
where they can make a connection. Circulate after about 10
minutes, asking children to explain their tagged pages. Do
their responses indicate a good connection with the text?
Good readers make connections in order to enhance
understanding. Teachers need to make sure students are
connecting the text to their responses. Teachers' prompts
help with this (see Teacher Prompts on page P54). At the end
of independent reading time, convene whole group again, and
review what the purpose of the anchor lesson was and ask for
comments.
Continue with this same procedure until this first
modeled book is done, and you've been able to talk with each
child about their connections. A sample schema lesson using
Enemy Pie by Derek Munson can be found on pages P70-P74.
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Follow Up Lessons

Take the comment chart used for the first lesson and
talk about comments that help with understanding and those
that don't. (You've already been doing this as you've
conferenced with individual children). Good comments are ones
that help readers understand tile plot and the characters
better. With the help of the children, label with a "yes"
comments that help with understanding and a "no" ones that
don't. Send children back to silent read a story that will be
the same for everyone, and have them write down comments with
the idea that they want to make more comments that help with
meaning. The next day, pair students up and have them analyze
each others' comments using either a "yes" or a "no". Allow
children to also use"?" if they're not sure. Pull together
whole group after the paired activity and discuss, especially
focusing on the"?".
When children are able to analyze their text-to-self
responses fairly well, introduce text-to-text connections. Do
this by taking two stories you've already read and ask your
students if they see any connections between the two. Start
out making connections with characters first, as this is
probably the easiest.
Text-to-world is probably the hardest connection to
make. Be on the lookout for comments that fit in this
category and when an opportune time arises, point it out.
Start a chart for text-to-world connections and add to it as
children point these out in their independent reading.
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Continue focusing on using schema to make connections,
during individual conferences and small group sessions, until
you feel most children are using this strategy fairly well
independently. The Teacher Prompts on page P54 will help you
assess as well as prompt children who are struggling.

Miller, D. (2002). Reading With Meaning. Portland,
Maine: Stenhouse Publishers.
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Introd.uctol'\j Lesson on Schema
Wilfred Gordon Mcdonald Partridge
By Mem Fox
This lesson will probably take more than one session.
Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is to introduce the word
schema and stress it's importance in helping readers
understand what they read. The focus will be on thinking
about memories, because our schemata really are the memories
that we have stored in our brain.
Materials and Preparation
•

Read the book Wilfred Gordon McDonald Partridge by Mem Fox
and mark the places where you can stop and talk about
memories. You will want to come up with a list of what we
have memories about (e.g., sports, friends, vacation,
etc.).

•

Prepare a chart. Title it Schemata - The Memories We Have
in Our Brain.

• Plan on reading the story out loud once with no
interruptions, then again for listing ideas on the chart.
• Pair children up in case you want to have partner share.
Introduction - What to Say
"Good readers use their schema to help them understand
and remember what they read. Basically your schema includes
every memory you have stored in your brain. Today we're going
to read a story about memories and start a list of things
that people have memories about. I'm going to read the story
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through once without interruption. As I read I want you to
think about the things people have memories about. When I
read the story the second time, we'll start a list of these."
Body of the Lesson
Read the story through once out loud to the children.
Read the story a second.time and stop after every page and
ask, "What might these people have memories about?" A sample
chart of memories can be found on page P69. Make sure you
leave time for children to go back to their seats and do
independent reading. Have them write down any ideas from the
story they are reading that might go on the chart. After you
finish reading Wilfred Gordon McDonald Partridge, spend time
adding the children's ideas to the chart.
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Schemata - The Memories We Have
In Our Brain
music/musical events

toys

birthdays

stories told

holidays

sports

special people

celebrations

favorite clothing

relatives

pets

hobbies

TV shows

books

movies

food

previous grades in school

clubs

vacations

special events

being younger

games

old items given to us

neighbors

someone/thing died

siblings

hurt feelings

mom

not getting what we want

dad

friendships

special possessions

compliments

school

objects

subjects

animals

birthdays

places visited

situations

trips

family events

nature
war
tragedy
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Schema·Lesson
SnemyPie
by Derek Munson
This lesson will probably take more than one·session.
Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is to reinforce the idea that
good readers use their schema to connect with text so that
they can relate to, and understand it better. Using schema
also helps good readers remember what they've read. When
readers use their schema to respond personally to text, the
connection is called a text-to-self connection.
Materials and Preparation Needed
•

Read Enemy Pie and mark the places where you want to model
or prompt children.

• Have the Schema chart from Wilfred Gordan McDonald
Partridge displayed (see page P69).
• Prepare a double column chart for listing responses. The
title of the chart might be Using Our Schema With Enemy

Pie. One side is labeled Story Reference the other,
Personal Connection.
• Make sure children are sitti~g in_pairs.
Introduction - What to Say
"For this book our focus is.going to be on connecting
our schema with the text. Remember your schema is what you
know and feel because of your past experiences. It's all the
memories that are already inside your head. Let's review our
schema list from Wilfred Gordon McDonald Partridge. (Go down
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the list with the children). As you can see there are many
different kinds of memories that can be used to help us
connect with text. As I read the book Enemy Pie I'm going to
stop and do a think-aloud when I think I can make a
connection. I'm also going to ask you for your connections.
As

a conrtectiort· is made, I'm going to write it on our Using

Schema chart, so we can keep track of what connections we're
making. Any questions?"
Body of the Lesson
At this point begin the book Enemy Pie. Show the
children the cover first. Let the children know that in the
past they've done lots of predicting and asking questions
about the cover. This time.you'd like them to see if they can
make a personal connection. Ask, "Can anyone make a personal
connection with this picture or the title?" As they respond
write on the Schema chart._As you go through the book, stop
and model your own connections as well as prompt children for
theirs. Periodically have the children turn to their partner
and share a connection. Sometimes have them share their own
whole group, other times have them tell what their partner
said. Keep these brief, however. On.pages P73-P74 you will
find a sample schema chart for Enemy Pie.
After about fifteen minutes of reading out loud hand out
strips of sticky notes and tell the children that they will
be independently reading their own book, and as they read
they need to tag or stick the note in a place where they can
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make a personal connection. Let them know that you will be
coming around and asking them about their connections.
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A Partial Schema Chart
Enemy Pie
By Derek Munson
Story Reference

Personal Connection

Front cover

That looks like worms in that
pie. Yuck, I wouldn't even
touch a worm.

I was on the best baseball
team.

I remember when I played on
the best softball team. I felt
great. (I wonder why he
doesn't?)

It should have been a
perfect surruuer.

I can relate to that. I wonder
if he had to go to surruuer
school like me?

I never had an enemy list .•.

Me too. I get along with
almost everyone except one
person. I don't even know why
she is mean to me.

He had a party ...

I bet this made the boy feel
bad. I know I would be upset
if all my friends were invited
except me.

Dad understood. He told

I tell kids in this situationa
to just ignore the bully. I
wonder if the dad is going
to say that.

me •••

Enemy pie.

I read book once where the mom
made mean soup. (Prompt: Have
your parents ever given you an
answer for a problem you're
having?)

I begged him to tell ..•

This reminds me of a student
that keeps bugging me until I
give a hint. I wonder if his
dad feels a little irritated
like I do. (Prompt: How do you
feel when someone bugs you?)

••. disgusting things •••

This reminds me of the song
Witch's Brew. It was fun to
think up really digusting
stuff to put in it.
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He gave it right back •..

That must have been
frustrating to the boy. I know
I feel hurt when people don't
want to use something I've
suggested.

I went out to play alone.
Also the picture

This doesn't sound like fun. I
don't like like it when I'm
not included. He doesn't look
like he's having a very good
time.

I was a bit confused.

I would be too. How can enemy
pie smell good?. Usually when
something smells good it
tastes good, too. I would want
to feed my enemy something
gross, not yummy.

•.• but he was no help.
Also the picture.

I'd be really frustrated now .
I can't stand it when people
keep secrets. But the boy is
smiling so I guess he's not
upset.

•.• you have to be nice ••.

(Prompt: What do you think?)

Of course I was.

Is he nuts? What if Jeremy
hurts him?

••• spend one day •..

Boy he must be really brave.
(Prompt: Have you ever had to
spend time with someone you
didn't like? How did it turn
out?)

Jeremy seemed surprised .•.

I bet he was. If I were him
I'd probably think the boy
was coming to retaliate, or
get even.

I was nervous.

If I were him I'd have
butterflies in my stomach.

He looked confused.

(Remember how I've told you to
be nice because it will
confuse the bully? Do you
think it's going to work?) In
Beezus and Ramona, Beezus
hated Ramona, but her mom made
her be nice. Ramona was still
a brat.
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Activating Schema - A Possible Teaching
Framework
(Adapted from Miller, 2000, pp. 57-70)
•

Review with students that they have already been making
schema connections with reader response every time they
relate something that they know to the text. Remind them
that it is important to activate schema because when you
relate what you already know to the text, you understand
and remember it better.

•

Do a lesson on making personal connections or text-to-self
connections. Enemy Pie by Derek Munson is a good book to
use to begin with, because children can relate to many of
the events in the story. Record comments on a chart or
overhead so they can be used for the next lesson.

•

Using the same book you began with, do a lesson on
determining importance of connections. The best connections
help with meaning. With the children, go through the
comments made during the first lesson and mark them with a
"yes" if they help with meaning, or a "no" if they don't.

•

Continue emphasizing text-to-self connections by reading
and modeling with stories children can personally relate
to. Personal narratives work well. Make sure during
independent work time you meet with children and ask them
to share their connections. This will help you decide how
long you need to spend on making text-to-self connections.
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•

Introduce text-to-text connections by going back and
choosing texts that have already been read. You can compare
any of the story elements in the stories, but starting out
with characters is probably the easiest.

•

Text-to-world connections can be introduced any time that
an opportunity arises. Be on the lookout for information in
newspapers, on TV, in magazines, or in the community where
the children live.

•

Pick a favorite author and compare books to develop schema
connected with authors and their writing style.

•

Point out different text structures and book formats to
develop schema in these areas.
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Activating Schema - Additional Activities
• Keep a running chart of books read, so children can make
text-to-text connections (Miller, 2002).

•

Make a list of background knowledge children have about a
theme 1 and have them makQ connections as you read a theme.
related book (Keene

•

&

Zimmerman, 1997).

Do an author study to develop author schema and have
children look for ways the author's books are similar. Does
knowing an author's style make it easier to read their
books?

•

Keep a triple column chart for author studies listing the
title in the first column; predictions and expectations
about how this book relates to other books by the author in
the second column; and finally in the third column, things
that were noticed. Were any of the predictions correct?

•

Keep a double column chart of books with different text
structures and formats. List the title on one side and a
description of the book's structure on the other (Keene
Zimmerman, 1997).

&
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QUESTIONING
Beyond "I Wonder Why"
Connecting to Reader Response
I wonder why •.•

This section includes:
Questioning - Key Points and Anchor Lessons
Pages P79-P83
Questioning - A Possible Teaching Framework
Pages P84-P85
Questioning - Additional Activities
Page P86

"Questions are at the heart of teaching and learning.
Questions open the doors to understanding'' (Harvey· &
Goud.vis, 2000, p. 22).
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Questioning - Ke9 Points and Anchor Lessons
Be-gond "I Wonder Wh-g"
Key Points to Keep in Mind and Emphasize With Students
(Adapted from Miller, 2000, p. 140)
1. Good readers spontaneously and purposefully ask questions
before, during, and after reading:
•

They ask questions to clarify meaning.

•

They ask questions to predict what's going to happen in
the text.

•

They ask questions about the author's style, intent,
content, and format.

•

They ask questions to help focus attention on a specific
part of the text to get a better understanding of the
characters, plot, and theme.

2. Good readers decide whether the answer is found in the text
or whether they will need to infer the answer using text
clues, their background knowledge, and/or an outside
source. They also realize that some questions have no
answer.
•

They keep questions in mind and read carefully or reread
to see if the question is answered in the text.

•

They look for clues in the text and in the pictures.

•

They talk with friends and collaborate to find answers.

•

They realize that the most interesting questions usually
do not have direct answers in the text.
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3. Good readers understand that hearing others' questions
inspires new ones of their own; likewise listening to
others' answers can also encourage new thinking.
4. Good readers understand that asking questions deepens their
comprehension.
•

They know questions will help them know when they know
and when they don't know.

•

They know questions keep them alert and engaged. Staying
on top of things enhances meaning.
Anchor Lessons
Questioning - Beyond "I wonder Why"
Knots On a Counting Rope by Bill Martin Jr. and John

Archambault is a good book for introducing the strategy of
questioning. The emphasis should be on trying to come up with
questions that don't start out with "I wonder why". This was
the response starter that was used during reader response,
and most children are really good at using it, so now it's
time to move on to other types of questions. Read the book
before hand and list possible questions, so that you'll be
ready to model the different types of questions. Try to
include questions that fit into the key points listed above.
Prepare a chart or use your overhead projector to record
discussion questions as you read. These questions can be
analyzed later.
Remind students that "I wonder why" was the response
starter during reader response time that reminded them to ask
questions. In order for questioning to become a comprehension
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strategy, questions need to go beyond "I wonder why". Good
readers ask questions to understand the text more completely.
Let your students know that later on they will analyze their
questions to see if they help make meaning stronger.
Read Knots on a Counting Rope through once, asking the
children to focus on asking questions in their head as you
go. Then, start to reread the story again, stopping to write
down a few of your own questions on the chart. Elicit student
questions and write them down as you continue rereading the
story. Read for about 10 minutes, then have the children read
their own books independently, reminding them to write
questions before they read, during, and after. Make sure they
write down page numbers. After about 10 minutes, work with
individual students asking them why they think their
questions are important. How are their questions going to
help them understand their story better? Do this for several
days, until you have a nice variety of questions for Knots on
a Counting Rope.
Follow-up Lesson - What Makes a Good Question and How are
Questions Helpful?
Remind the children that the reason for asking questions
is to make meaning more clear as you read. Tell them that
they will be helping to decide which questions from Knots on
a Counting Rope were helpful for understanding the text and
which ones were not. Then with the children's help, take the
questions from Knots on a Counting Rope and code them with a
"yes" if they enhance meaning, a "no" if they don't, and a
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(

"?" if the group is not sure. After you've done this, analyze

the "yes's to see how they will help with reading. Start a
double column chart with the question on one side and the how
it helps on the other. This whole process will probably take
several days during whole group instruction time. Use your
own judgment about how long you want to spend on this. What
is important is that children become aware of how questioning
helps with reading and what type of questions are helpful.
Follow up Lesson - Where Can We Find the Answers for
Questions?
For this lesson try using Charlie Anderson by Barbara
Abercrombie. Introduce the lesson by explaining to the
children that good readers focus on asking, then looking for
the answers to their questions, in order for meaning to be
more clear. Don't tell the children how this happens. Let
this evolve as you read, ask questions, and stop to find out
if the question has been answered. Read a short portion of
the story and record questions on a chart or overhead. Then
as a group, go through the questions and pick out the ones
that seem to be important in trying to understand the story.
Take the questions one-by-one and write them on a double
column chart with one side being for the question and the
other for how it is answered. Guide the children by coding
the chart: "R" for right in the text; "I" for infer or "OS"
for outside source (the answer comes from information outside
the text); and "H" for huh, how am I supposed to get the
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answer for this one? Analyze the questions in this way for
several days.
Continue working with the questioning strategy using
whole group, small group, and _paired activities until you
feel the children are ready to move on to a new strategy.

(

'
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Questioning - A Possible
Teaching Framework
(Adapted from Keene
•

&

Zimmerman, 1997, pp. 119-120)

Remind students that they have been asking questions all
along with reader response.

•

Choose picture books or short text and model questions over
several days using a chart to record. Encourage the
children to also share their questions. Knots on a Counting
ing Rope by Bill Martin Jr. and John Archambault is a good
book to start with.

• Talk to children about which questions help them comprehend
more completely. Which ones help them understand something
important to the story? Code chart questions with "yes" if
the question helps with meaning, "no" if the question
doesn't really help, and"?" if they are unsure.

• Focus on exactly how questions help readers understand
better. Take "yes" questions and place them on a double
entry chart. Beside each question, write whether it
clarifies, helps with prediction, etc.
•

Remind children that after asking a question it is
important to look to see if the question is answered. Do a
specific lesson on where answers to questions can be found,
and show children how to code this; right in the text (R),
by inferring (I), in an outside source (IS), and(?) for
not sure. Charlie Anderson by Barbara Abercrombie works
well for this lesson.
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•

Continue doing activities whole group, modeling first. then
having children practice and share in the group.

•

Have children go back and practice independently. During
this time, conference with each child and assess how they
are doing. Use Teacher Prompts (page PSS) to promote this.
Check to see if students are asking questions before,
during, and after reading. Make sure_you have them show the
part of the text where they are getting their questions
from, and ask them if they are finding answers to their
questions.

•

Assign children to small groups or pairs, to share and
compare questions from the same text. Encourage them to
list new questions that come to mind from this experience.

•

Children who are struggling can be pulled together in
teacher-directed small groups where children can benefit
from more direct modeling.

•

Continue adding to any charts created from initial lessons.

• Assign various response options to add variety to practice
time (see page P46-P47).
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Questioning - Additional Activities
•

Question the Cover - The teacher gives the children a
little background on the story. Then the children look at
the first page or cover of the story and think of as many
questions as they can.

•

Question the story - Do the same as above only look at each
picture and write questions.
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CREATING MENTAL IMAGES
Visualization
Connecting to Reader Response
Picture It
Feelings

This section includes :
Creating Mental Images - Key Points and Anchor
Lesson
Pages P88-P89
creating Mental Images - A Possible Teaching
Framework
Page P90
Creating Mental Images - Additional Activities
Pages P91-P93

''Proficient readers create images from all of their senses
as they read....Well-written text allows us to taste touch, hear,
and smell images as well as see them when we read" (Harvey
& Goudvis, 2000, p. 10:;).
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Creating Mental Images - Ke'3 Points
and Anchor Lesson
Visualizing
Images inside readers' heads help construct meaning.
Being able to create vivid images, correlates highly with
overall comprehension (Keene & Zimmerman, 1997). Creating
mental images not only includes visualizing, it also involves
using all of the other senses and emotions as well.
Key Points to Keep in Mind and Emphasize With Students
(Adapted from Miller, 2002, pp. 91-92)
1. Good readers create mental images before, during, and after
reading.
•

They use all five senses, as well as their emotions,
to create a complete image.

•

They use their prior knowledge to enhance their images,
interweaving remembered experiences with what they are
reading.

2. Good readers understand how creating images helps them
understand the text more completely.
•

They use images to draw conclusions.

•

They use images to create unique interpretations.

•

They use images to recall important details.

3. Good readers use images to elaborate upon the details
presented by the text, thus becoming more absorbed and
engaged as they read.
4. Good readers revise their images as they read through the
text. New information impacts old images formed and new
interpretations are made.
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5. Good readers use images to retell the text once it has been
read.
6. Good readers use images created from reading to add vivid
detail to their writing.
7. Good readers images are constantly changing as they
interact with others.
Anchor Lesson
Remind the children how they have been using picture it
during reader response to help them.get a clearer picture of
the characters and what is going on in the text that they are
reading. Explain that good readers use all five senses, as
well as their emotions, to interact with the text so that
they can remember the story better later on.
Begin by modeling, using a picture book that lends
itself to using all five senses as well as emotions. My Life
With the Wave by Catherine Cowan is a good book to start out
with. Read the book out loud all the way through without
showing the children the pictures. Then, start rereading the
sections where you can use a think-aloud to model the images
that the text evokes. Include a great deal of detail and
explain how these images are helping_you to create meani~g.
At some point reread a section and have the children close
their eyes. Ask them to think about what they see, hear,
feel, taste, and smell. Then have them share. continue going
through the book, sharing whole group at times or having
children share with a partner.
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Creating Mental· Images - A Possible
Teaching Framework
(Adapted from Keene
•

&

Zimmerman, 1997, pp. 141-142)

Remind students that "picture it" was the prompt that was
used during reader response to remind them to make an image
in their head about characters and happenings in the story.

•

Begin by modeling whole group, using a picture book or
other short text that has rich description and good word
choice. Before you present, make sure you identify the
places where you will stop and model. Be very specific
about how what you are doing enhances your understanding of
the text. Do the think-aloud yourself for awhile, before
having the students join in.

• Do several different texts, putting yourself in charge so
that students get a clear.picture of what imaging really
means and how it helps with comprehension. As children join
in, encourage them to elaborate by prompting them with

questions. "What else do you see (feel, hear, taste,
smell)? What emotions are.your feeling?
•

During individual conferences, ask children to read out
loud and think aloud about what they're imaging. Reinforce
that some images are better than others as far as
developing meaning. To assess, prompt them by using the

Teacher Prompts on page PSS.

• Meet with small groups to model more extensively, and have
children work in pairs to discuss their imaging.
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Creating Mental Images - Additional Activities
•

Partner Prompt - Children work with a partner reading the
same text. Partner #1 reads a section then stops and asks
Partner #2, "What do you see (meaning the five senses as
well as feelings)? Partner #2 creates an image and explains
it to #1. If #2 can't, then #1 prompts by saying, "What do
you see? hear? taste? touch? smell? Does this section make
you feel anything? When #2 is finished he/she asks, "How
about you?" so #1 also has a chance to express an image.
The children work through the text alternating turns. As
the children get better at eliciting responses, prepare a
check off sheet with the five senses and the word feeling
on it. Have children check each other off as they use their
senses and feelings to get a better picture of the text.
Putting down page numbers will allow the teacher to assess
the student later, and also will help with writing if the
child is asked to write down any images they had after
reading the story.

•

Use poetry - Have children close their eyes as you read
poetry, and focus on imagery. Then have them talk, draw, or
write about what they imagined. Try to find poetry that
really doesn't tell what is being described, so children
can interpret rather than use preconceived images. Then
when children share, the other children can try and guess
what the topic is.
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•

Act it Out - Give children opportunities to act out what
they are imagining. Remind them to try to use all five
senses as well as their feelings. Again, poetry would be a
good choice of text, because it's short and graphic
(Miller, 2002, pp. P81-P82).

•

Draw, Pair Share, Change? - Read a text whole group then
send children back to their seats to draw their "image".
When they are done, pair them up to show and explain their
picture to their partner. Emphasize that they need to tell
the part of the story that inspired the picture. Then give
each child another piece of paper and have them draw the
"image" that comes to them now. Have the children come back
whole group and discuss how listening to someone else
changed their image. (Miller, 2002, pp. P83-P84).

• A Movie Inside Your Head - Have children take a piece of
paper, fold into 4, 8, etc. parts, then number each part.
As they read they stop, construct an image in their head,
then draw a quick sketch on paper in one of the blocks.
Underneath the sketch they write what in the text inspired
them and a page number if possible. (Miller, 2002, pp. P83P84).
• Musical Imagery - Listen to music. Then have the children
draw their images, write about their images, or both.
•

Fill in the Gaps - Use wordless picture books like
Alexandra Day's Carl books. Have the children take clues
from the illustrations in the story and combine them with
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the new images they have to make a complete picture. Talk
about these images, draw them, or write about them.
Prediction fits into this activity very well. Warning: Make
sure you stress that their images need to fit reasonably
with the story. TJley must be .able to justify their image
using content from the story. (Harvey

&

Zimmerman, 2000,

pp. 97-99).
• Vividly Visualize - Choose a vividly descriptive piece of
text. CharLotte's

Web

by E. B. White is a good source. Ask

the children to close their eyes as you read to them and
visualize an image. Then have them sketch their image using
as much detail as possible, and write descriptive phrases
that match their picture. The phrases can then be turned
into poetry.
•

Come to Your Senses - Pick a general topic like spring,
soccer, picnic_, etc. and have them list what it reminds
them of using their senses. What do they hear? taste? see?
smell_, feel as they touch? feel personally? Have them draw
a image picture or write an "I" poem (I hear ••• I touch •••
I taste ..• , etc.).
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MAKING·INFERE.NCE.S
Reading Between the Lines
Connecting to Reader Response
Character Traits - "(Character) is (character trait) because"
Feelings
Prediction - "I bet ..• "
Hard words - ?
Opinions - "I think .•. "

This Section fu.cludes:
Making Inferences - Key Points and Anchor Lessons
Pages P95-P98
Sample of Infer the Word - The Library Dragon
Page P99
Lesson on Making Inferences - What Do You Think?
Pages PlOO-PlOl
Making Inferences - A Possible Teaching Framework
Page P102
Making Inferences - Additional Activities
Page P103

"We must pay attention to the conditions in which we
infer and go about creating classroom structures that permit
children to discuss, ponder, argue, restate, reflect, persuade,
relate, write about, .or otherwise work with the words and
ideas they read" (Keene & Zimmerman, 1997, p. 161).
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Making Inferences - Ke9 Points and Anchor
Lessons
Reading between the lines
Inference is the heart of interpretation and plays a key
role in comprehension (Anderson & Pearson, 1984). When
readers infer, they use what they already know along with
text clues, to make unique observations or interpretations.
Key Points to Keep in Mind and Emphasize With Students
(Adapted from Keene

&

Zimmerman, 1997, pp. 162-163)

1. Good readers use background knowledge, experiences, text
and picture clues, and dialogue to make inferences that
result in unique interpretations that deepen understanding
of text .•
2. Good readers use inferences to create meaning that is not
explicitly stated in text.
3. Good readers infer to:
•

determine the meaning of unknown words.

•

draw conclusions - express an opinion that comes from
connecting what is read to one's beliefs,
knowledge, and experience.

• make, verify, contradict, or revise.predictions •
• create unique interpretations that change as they read •
•

answer questions .

• make connections .
• analyze judgments made about what has been read;
critically analyze text, and agree or disagree with the
author and what has been written.
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4. Good readers infer so they are more able to:
•

remember and apply what they have read by taking what is
stated and using it to develop a personal
interpretation.

•

create new background knowledge •

•

analyze text and authors •

•

dialogue with others and offer opinions •

• Good readers use others' interpretations to revise their
own inferences.
Anchor Lessons
using Inference to Determine word Meaning
Start with a review of the techniques used to help
determine the meaning of unknown words. Emphasize that this
is really called making an inference, because you are using
clues from the text to make an educated guess at meaning. The
Library Dragon by Carmen Agra Deedy contains many words to
model with, as well as figures of speech. Read the story once
all the way through for enjoyment, however, ask the children
to listen for interesting words and figures of speech. As you
read it a second time, model, trying to use the following
techniques for discovering meaning:
•

Reread the sentences around the word, looking for
meaning clues (context clues).

•

Look closely at the pictures to see if there are any
details that will help (picture clues).
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•

use background knowledge (schema clues) •

• Don't rush, take your time, and be persistent. Talk to
yourself and ask questions. Don't give up too soon.
Start a triple column chart with the words in the first
column, what we infer in the second column, and what helped
us in the third. (See example of The Library Dragon chart on
page P99).
Prediction Review Lesson
Remind the children how they have been using predictions
in reader response and also how they have been talking about
characters. Comments they have made have been based on
guessing or suggesting possibilities. When you guess or
suggest, you are making an inference. When making inferences,
we use clues from the story and pictures, our own background
knowledge, and experience. The Royal Raven by Hans Wilhelm is
an excellent book to use for reviewing prediction. It is a
story about a raven who doesn't like his life and wishes to
be somewhere else. When he gets his wish, he finds that he
would have been better off st~ying at home with the rest of
the ravens. It has many places where you can stop and ask the
children for a prediction.
"What Do You Think?" Lesson
Tell students that when they answer the question, "What
do you think?" from reader response, they are really making
an inference. Good readers infer when they use their
background knowledge, text clues, and picture clues to make
statements that could be true, but are not directly stated in
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the text. Good readers make inferences before, during, and
after reading as they talk about the characters and the
happenings in the story. Miss Nelson is Missing by Harry
Allard is a good book to use to model a variety of
inferences. See pages Pl00-Pl01 for a complete lesson on Miss

Nelson is Missing.
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Sample of Infer the Word Using
The Library Dragon by Carmen Agra Deed-y
INFERENCE

TECHNIQUE

home

context

biographies

not fiction

context

fiery

red like fire

picture

hot under
the collar

mad

context

unfounded

?

skip it

inflammatory

wrong

context

depict

show

context

fired up

excited

context

incinerated

burnt them

context

singed

smoking

picture

backfired

didn't work

context

cooling her down

calming her

schema

fanned the flames

.made ..her .mad

context

fumed

got mad

context

incensed

mad

context

delegation

group

context

fortify

get weapons

picture

smoldered

smoked

picture

slay me

make me laugh

context

medieval

?

skip it

spewed

shot out

picture

transformation

change

picture

WORD USED
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Lesson on Making Inferences:
"Miat Do You Think?"
Miss: Nelson is: Missing
By James Marshall
Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is to point out to the
children that when they answer the question, "What do you
think?" they are really making an inference.
Materials and Preparation
•

Read the story Miss Nelson is Missing before the lesson,
and identify places where you can model or prompt for
inferences that have to do with character and event
analysis. There are also several good places to prompt for
predictions and word analysis.

•

Prepare a double column chart with the title What Do You
Think - Miss Nelson is Missing.

•

Pair children up in case you want to do partner sharing.
Introduction - What to Say
"Today we are going to be talking about inferences that

have to do with the characters and events in the story Miss
Nelson is Missing. Good readers use inferences to help them

analyze the character and events in the story. This helps
with understanding and also remembering the story.
Inferencing also helps a reader be more active and enjoy the
story more. You are going to be using your schema, the
pictures in the book, and the text to help you tell me what
you are thinking before, during, and after the story. I will
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be listening for character trait and feeling statements, what
you think about what is happening, and any opinions you might
have. we will list your comments as we go along so we can
discuss them later."
Body of the Lesson
As you read the story,_prompt the children and see what
they come up with, before you model what you are thinking.
Students have already done_quite a bit of inferring and
predicting during reader response. Periodically have them
share with a partner and have the_partner share what was
said. After you are done with the story, discuss what they
think Miss Nelson's students will do now, that they weren't
doing before (e.g., listen carefully, pay attention, stay in
their seats, etc.). Also, talk about Miss Swamp. Was she
really a witch? List her behaviors and discuss. Point out
that some of the things she did were things that a teacher
needs to do in order for children to learn.
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Making Inferenceg - A Possible Teaching

Framework
•

Remind children that they have been making inferences
during reader response when they have made predictions,
talked about hard words, given opinions, told what they are
thinking, and talked about character traits.

•

Start with reviewing how to use inferencing to guess at
word meaning. The Library Dragon by Carmen Agra Deedy is a
good book to use. See page P99 for a sample.

•

Review prediction, by using the book The Royal Raven by
Hans Wilhelm.

•

Connect inferring to reader response by doing a lesson
based on, "What do you think?" Prompt children to go b~yond
prediction, asking them to make inferences about the
characters and the events in the story, as well as
encouraging them to offer their own opinions (see pages
PlOO-PlOl).

•

Continue reading a variety of picture books modeling
inferences, especially pointing out when you are changing
an inference because of additional information either from
the text or from classroom discussion.

•

Have students focus on making inferences during silent
reading time. Conference with students, and assess by using
the Teacher Prompts on page P56
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Making Inferences - Additional Activities
•

Inferring Feelings - Brainstorm a list of feelings and make
a chart, keeping an ongoing record for the classroom. Have
the children get in a circle and place one child in the
:middle with a feeling word pinned to his back. 1.rhe child in
the middle gets to call on other children who give an
example of when someone might feel this way (e.g., angry:
my brother broke my new toy; mom won't let me go to the
movies; I can't watch my favorite TV show). After five
clues, the person in the middle guesses the feeling, then
picks a new person to be in the middle (Harvey

&

Goudvis,

2000, pp. 105-106).
•

Feelings Posters -

Children work in pairs to make a poster

for the feeling of their choice, or the teacher can assign
the feeling. Children need to write down what it sounds
like (what would someone say); draw a picture showing what
it looks like, and list phrases that describe it (e.g.,
afraid: hands shaking, knees like rubber, etc.)
•

Picture Walk - Children make as many predictions and
inferences as they can just looking at the cover and the
pictures in the story. They can record their inferences by
using a double column chart with the cover or picture
description on one side, and the inference on the other
(Harvey

&

Goudvis, 2000, pp. 106-108). The Wartville Wizard

by Don Madden is a good book to use for this activity.
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SYNTHESIZING- ·INFORMATION
· Getting the Gist
Connecting to Reader Response
Personal summary

This Section Includes:
Synthesizing Information - Key _points and Anchor Lessons
Pages P105-P109
Synthesizing Information - A Possible Teaching Framework
Pages PllO-Plll
Lessons Learned - Hey Al
Page P112
Synthesizing Information - Additional Activities
Page Pl13
Different Strokes for Different Folks
Pages P114-Pl19

"To nudge readers toward synthesis, we encourage them
to interact personally with the text. Personal response gives
readers an opportunity to explore their evolving thinking.
S'jnthesizing information integrates the words and ideas in
the text with the reader's personal thought and questions, and
gives the reader the best shot at achieving new insight"
(Keene & Zimmerman, 1997, p. 14S).
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S'jnthesizing Information - Ke,g Points and
Anchor Lessons
Getting. the. Gist
Synthesis is about sorting out the unimportant details
as we create our own personal interpretation of ·text (ilarvey
& Goudvis, 1997).
Key Points to Keep in Mind and Emphasize with Students
(Adapted from Keene & Zimmerman, 1997, pp. 184-185).
1. Good readers monitor their meaning as they read, keeping
track of their thought processes by stopping periodically
and reviewing the important ideas that have crossed their
minds.
2. Good readers can retell and summarize what they've read:
•

They tell what is important by using story structure
(setting, characters, plot, problem, solution).

•

They make sure what they say makes sense.

•

They pick out only the most important information, so
they don't tell too much.

•

They include personal inferences, making each synthesis
unique.

3. Good readers use all of the other strategies to help
synthesize information.
4. Good readers combine main points in order to express the
overall ideas and themes of the texts they read.
5. Good readers are able to critique what they read and share
opinions.
6. Good readers synthesize in order to remember and transfer
learning to new situations.
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Anchor Lessons

Making Synthesis Concrete
Remind the children how they have been using personal
summaries to review what they have been thinking during
reader response. Synthesizing is all about taking important
ideas and putting them together to make a unique overall
response to what is read. This is often called a summary. In
order to make this more concrete, demonstrate the idea by
showing how to make a cake from scratch. Lay out all of the
ingredients and point out each ingredient as it is_placed in
the bowl. After it is mixed in the bowl, remind the children
that what was once individual ingredients. is now a new
combined mixture. After the cake is baked, review what the
cake really is, by pointing out all the different ingredients
that went into it. That is what synthesis is, a combination
of different important ingredients or _parts that come
together to make a new wonderful whole. (Adapted from Harvey
and Goudvis, 2000, pp. 145-146).

Retelling to Synthesize Information
It is important to teach children that good readers
don't wait until the end of the story to pull together what
they have been thinking. Good readers st9p and think about
what they have read, off and on throughout the story.
Stopping and thinking about meaning periodically, helps
readers stay on track with the text and allows their thinking
to evolve. Retells need to be written so that people who have
never heard the piece before understand the story. Retells
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(

also need to be brief and include only the most important
information. Familiar picture books, fairy tales and simple
stories are best to use for modeling. The Wolf's Chicken Stew
by Keiko Kaszka is a good story to model with the children,
whole group. Review what synthesis is all about, and remind
the children that you will be stopping periodically to ask
them to synthesize. Using the following framework will make
synthesizing more concrete for students:
•

Tell what is important.

•

Make sure it makes sense.

•

Be careful not to tell too much.
You need to make sure you model retelling many times,

and have children practice whole group and in pairs. Here are
some suggestions on how to do this:
1. As you are reading whole group, stop now and then and
have the children partner share their ideas as they
retell. Come back together to discuss and chart their
ideas.
2. Ask children to read a piece of text independently, then
stop, and with a partner retell together. If they write
their ideas down, these can be shared later whole group
or in small groups.
3. Have children read the same text and do the retelling on
paper by themselves. To aid children with this, teach
them to read the story first, then go back and read it
again section by section, thinking about what they feel
is most important. As they read by sections, they need
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to jot down simple notes. Then have them pair up and
compare retells with a partner. The partners can then
work together to put their ideas into a synthesis
(Miller, 2002, pp. 163-164).

Taking Reader Response Notes and Synthesizing:
Getting the Gist
Choose a book that.you will be able to model many of the
techniques from reader response and comprehension strategies
instruction. These are all the techniques that good readers
use to make sense of text. As you model, you will be
reminding students that good readers; use schema, question,
visualize, infer, predict, talk about characters, talk about
feelings, and give opinions. Sam, Bangs and Moonshine by
Evaline Ness is a good book to start with. Preread the book
and mark the places where you can model strategies or _prompt
children. As you read to the children, read a small section
at a time, and keep a running list of comments made. After
the whole selection is read, talk about which comments are
the most important, then use these comments to model how to
synthesize. This means taking the ideas and writing them so
they flow together as a whole. This may end up to be one or
more paragraphs.

Lessons Learned
Articulating the lessons learned, or morals of a story,
is a another way of synthesizing. Fables are good to use to
introduce this concept. Pick a fable, read a small portion,
then ask the children to synthesize either orally or in
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writing. Do this until the fable is done. Then have them look
at their comments, or think about what their thoughts were as
they read, and ask them, "What lesson or moral was this fable
trying to teach?" Prompt the children to see if they can come
up with more than one.
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S'3nthesizing Information - A Possible Teaching
Framework
•

Begin with reminding children about how they wrote personal
summaries when they were doing reader response. This was
synthesizing information. Define synthesizing as taking
bits of information and putting them together to explain
clearly what a text is all about. Do the cake lesson as
described on page Pl06 or relate it to putting together a
puzzle or building with legos (Harvey

&

Zimmerman, 2000,

pp. 145-146).
•

Explain that retelling is a form of synthesizing, and that
it includes talking or writing about the key_points of the
story. The Wolf's Chicken Stew by Keiko Kasza is a good
story to use to model retelling.

•

Good readers monitor or keep track of their comprehension
as they read. Writing down comments as _you read is a good
way to keep track of your thinking. Use Sam, Bangs, and
Moonshine by Evaline Ness to remind children of how to
write comments. Then together, mark the comments that will
help with remembering the story the best. These comments
will then be used to write a synthesis of the story. This
can also be called getting the gist.

•

Lessons Learned. Use fables to model how to synthesize in
order to find out the lesson or moral of the story. Do as
many of these as you wish, then move onto regular picture
books that have definite morals that can be pointed out.
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Hey Al by Arthur Yorinks is a good book to start out with
(see page Pll2 for a list of lessons learned). See the
Different Strokes for Different Folks references on pages
Pll4-Pll9 to find out about other stories that have good
lessons to be learned.

{
\
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Lessons Learned
1-ley AI
By Arthur Yorinks
•

Al and Eddie didn't ask the bird any questions, and he was
a total stranger. Never talk to strangers.

•

Eddie persuaded Al to go to paradise, and it turned out
bad. Think carefully about the things.your friends talk.you
into.

•

Paradise can turn sour.

•

Life isn't always greener on the other side.

•

Eddie almost died going after paradise. Paradise isn't
always what it appears to be.

• At first the experience was wonderful, then it turned bad.
This happens often with things that are too good to be
true.
•

Friends stick together.

•

Don't let friends talk you into making unwise choices.
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S'.:3nthesizing -Additional Activitiest.
•

synthesis Poster - Have the children make a poster of
synthesis. Give them note card size pieces of paper and
have them write their mini-syntheses down as they read.
Then have them glue these down chronologically on a bigger
piece of construction paper. If the story has a moral, they
will put it at the very end.

• Newspaper Synthesis - Have the children keep track as they
read the Who? What? Where? When? and Why? of the story.
Then have them write it up like a newspaper story. This is
especially appropriate for fairy tales (Harvey and Goudvis,
2000).
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Different Strokes for· Different Folks
Different Strokes for Different Folks is a collection of books
that have themes or morals dealing with characters who all
have lessons to learn about life. Many of the morals have to
do with being happy with yourself the way you are, or being
careful about how you judge others. These books are
especially good for reader response, because children can
relate to. the characters.
A Bad Case of Stripes by David Shannon - If you are not
honest about who you are, you are doomed to being anything
anyone suggests.
A Color of His Own by Leo Lionni - If you try to be like
everyone else, you never will find your own true color.
Finding someone who is like you, to share life's ups and
downs with, helps you feel better about what goes on in your
life.
A Porcupine Named Fluffy by Helen Lester - Fluffy tried
everything he could think of to change himself so that he
could live up to his name. In the end it was a new friend
that showed him that your name is the least of what you are.
A Spoon for Every Bite by Joe Hayes - Greed and boastfulness
can make one prey to cleverness and trickery.
A Weekend With Wendell by Kevin Henkes - Wendell was a brat
until Sophie learned to assert herself.
A Wish for Wings That Work by Berkeley Breathed - Trying new
things is important, but when it really counts, sometimes
what you already do best is the best thing to do.
Amazing Grace by Mary Hoffman - You can be anything.you want
if you put your mind to it. Don't let other people's opinions
discourage you.
Arthur's Nose by Marc Brown - "There's a lot more to Arthur
than his nose."
Babushka Baba Yaga by Patricia Polacco - "Those who judge one
another on what they hear or see, and not on what they know
of them in their hearts, are fools indeed."
Because of Lozo Brown by Larry L. King - Don't judge totally
by what you see or hear from afar, judge by first hand
experience.
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Big
not
and
not

Al by Andrew Clements Yoshi - Judging by looks alone is
fair to the person you are doing it to. It can be hurtful
unkind. People need to be judged by what is on the inside
their outside appearance.

Billy and The Bad Teacher by Andrew Clements - There will be
things you like and things you will dislike about a person.
When judging someone, you need to look at the total picture.
Bootsie Barker Bites by Barbara Bottner - Bullies don't win
if you are creative enough.
Boundless Grace by Mary Hoffman - Stories are what you make
them, just like families. "They lived happily ever after,
though not all in the same place."
Charlie the Caterpillar by Dom De Luise - True friends.like
you, "ugly" or not.
Chester's Way by Kevin Henkes - It's great to have a best
friend, but don't limit yourself, because you'll be missing
out on other exciting opportunities.
Christina Katerina and the Time She Quit the FamiJy by
Patricia Lee Gauch - Total self-reliance can sometimes be
lonely.
Chrysanthemum by Kevin Henkes - Chrysanthemum was perfectly
happy with herself until children at school started making
fun of her name. Don't let what others think of you make your
life miserable.
Clive Eats Alligators by Alison Lester - Celebrate
differences.
Coat of Many Colors by Dolly Parton - "One is only poor if
they choose to be."
Crow Boy by Taro Yashima - Make fun of someone and you miss
out on their special talents.
Cuddly Dudley by Jez Alborough - Dudley found that being all
by himself was not all that he thought it would be.
Edward the Emu by Sheena Knowles - Using only one person's
opinion to change your life, often backfires. You can get
replaced.
Eggbert the Slightly Cracked Egg by Tom Ross - Eggbert
"realized that no matter how he painted himself, he could not
hide who he was."
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Elizabeth and Larry by Mari~yn Sadler - Larry had a great
Life until he let outsiders convince him he was "too
different".
Elmer by David McKee - Other people may appreciate your
uniqueness more than you do. Changing to fit into the crowd
isn't always the wisest choice, and it may not get the
results you are expecting.
Ply Away Ho111e by Eve Bunting - Not everyone lives in a
comfortable, safe home. "Not to be noticed is to look like
nobody at all."

Hannah the Hippo by Linda Schwartz - "Total perfection is out
of the picture, like everyone else I'm really a mixture."
Heart of the Tiger by Jamichael Henterly - "I fear you will
never be a Bengal tiger. But, inside you have a heart that
will grow in wisdom and power as you grow."
Hoots and Toots and Hairy Brutes by Larry Shles - Focusing on
trying to be like everyone else can make life miserable.
When it really counts, your own strengths will help you
through the bad times.
How Leo Learned to Be King by Marcus Pfister - "That's the
kind of king I'd like to have, someone who cares about you."
I want to Be by Thylias Moss - I want to be •.• me.
I Want to Be Somebody New py Dr. Seuss - "We liked you best
when you were just our old friend Spot."
I Wish I were a Butterfly by James Howe - The opinion of
friends is much more important than the opinions of
"acquaintances".
I'm Terrific by Marjorie Weinman Sharmat - Jason finds out
that just being himself is the best way to be.
It's Not Easy Being a Bunny by Marilyn Sadler - Don't like
yourself? Try being something else, and you'll appreciate
who you are.
James and the Dinosaurs by Doug Johnson - Concentrating on
what you like best is a fun thing to do, but you need to ke~p
a balance in your life.
King of the Playground by Phyliss Reynolds Naylor - Getting
advice helps when dealing with bullies.
Leo the Late Bloomer by Robert Kraus - we all bloom in our
own time.
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Less than Half, More Than Whole qy Kathleen and Michael
Lacapa - What does is mean to be less than half? Nothing,
because you're more than whole!
Listen Buddy by Helen Lester - Deficiencies improve quickly
when you are faced with adversity.
Milo and the Magical Stones by Marcus Pfister - "If you take
something you must give something in return." Pick between
the happy ending and th8 sad ending.
Monster Mama by Liz Rosenberg - "Strength is for the wise,
not the reckless."

Nimby by Jasper Tomkins - Different and feeling blue? Don't
despair, for around the corner there's a special friend for
you.
Perfect Percy by Bonnie Pryor - Life is more fun when
everything is perfect, isn't it?
Princess Penelope's Parrot by Lynn Munsinger - What goes
around, comes around. Be careful how.you act, it may come
back and get you!!
Pockets by Jennifer Armstrong - Feeling down and drab? What
wonderful dreams might you find in.your .Pockets?
Rainbow Fish by Marcus Pfister - Being proud and vain does
not win friends. Sharing and caring does.
Rainbow Fish to the Rescue - by Marcus Pfister - Remember
when you were alone with no friends, and try to include the
"new guy" even if they don't exactly fit in.
Ruby the Copycat by Peggy Rathmann - You don't need to copy
other people. You can be anything you want to be, but be
yourself first.
Stellaluna by
are trying to
different and
different and

Janell Cannon - Can you truly be happy when you
be like someone else? "How can we be so
feel so much alike? How can we feel so
be so much alike?"

Stephanie's Ponytail by Robert Munsch - Being a "brainless
copycat" can get you into trouble.
Super Dooper Jezebel by Tony Ross - Being perfect doesn't
always make you a happy person.
Swimmy by Leo Lionni - Brains will always outwit brawn.
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Tacky the Penguin by Helen Lester - By beiqg himself, Tacky
saved the day. Sometimes just being yourself is the right
thing to do, no matter how "tacky" you are.
Thank You, Mr. Falker by Patricia Polacco - "To be different
is the miracle of life." •••• "Are all of you so perfect that
you can look at another person and find fault?" •••. "This is
brilliant .•• absolutely brilliant. Do you know how talented
you are?" Name calling hurts and often overshadows even the
talents we feel good about. Finding the right person to he;J,p
us may be the only answer.
The Baker's Dozen by Heather Forest - Good things happen when
greed is replaced by generosity.
The Big Boasting Battle by Hans Wilhelm - We are all_perfect
in our different ways.
The Big Orange Splot by Daniel Manus Pinkwater - "Our street
is us and we are it. Our street is where we like to be, and
it looks like all our dreams."
The Christmas Miracle of Jonathan Toomey by Susan
Wojciechowski - "I want no presents." •••• "That is exactly why
we are giving them." Even when it seems hopeless, . persistence
is often greatly rewarded.
The Emperor and the Kite by Jane Yolen - "Insignificant"
people are sometimes the most important.
The Empty Pot by Demi - Honesty brings great rewards.
The Giving Tree by Shel Silverstein - Give unconditionally
and sometimes you get taken advant~ge of.
The Mixed-Up Chameleon by Eric Carle - Watch what you wish
for.
The Most Wonderful Egg in the World by Helme Heine - What you
can do is more important than what you look like.
The Paper Bag Princess by Robert Munsch - Pretty people on
the outside can sometimes be "bums" on the inside.
The Pig's Picnic by Keiko Kasza - When you change yourself
trying to be like others, _you m~y alienate the people who
care for you the most.
The Rag Coat by Lauren Mills - "People only need people and
nothing else." Is this true?
The Rat and the Tiger by Keiko Kasza - Sharing, playing
fairly, and treatiqg others as .you'd like to be treated are
the rules of a good friendship.
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The Royal Raven by Hans Wilhelm - Looks are not as important
as having the freedom to be yourself.
The Selfish Giant by Lisbeth zwerger - When you don't allow
others to appreciate what you have, "spring refuses to come".
The Story of Jumping Mouse by John Steptoe - When.you help
other people, you may end up helping yourself even more.
The Tal.e of Meshka the Kvet.ch l)y Carol Chapman - rou get what
you deserve, good or bad.
The Toad Sleeps over by John Bianchi - So you think someone
is a ruffian? Look again.
Today was a Terrible Day by Patricia Reilly Giff - No matter
how bad your day is, a kind person can always make it better.
Try Again Sally Jane by Mary Diestel-Feddersen - Everyone has
something that is hard for them. Accomplishments that look
easy usually come from a lot of practice and hard work.
Failures are learning experiences that prepare you for
success.
Weird Parents by Audrey Woods - Even if parents are weird
sometimes, they are still ~pecial.
Who owns the Sun? by Stacy Chbosky - "Inside of me, I'm too
powerful to be owned by anyone. Inside, I am like the sun."
Who wants Arthur? by Amanda Graham - We need to value
ourselves as individuals in our own right.
Willy the Wimp by Anthony Browne - Everyone picks on Willy.
With hard work and.determination he.turns .the tables on the
bullies.
You Look Ridiculous Said the Rhinoceros to the Hippopotamus
by Bernard Waber - When you try to be like everyone else.you
may end up really looking ridiculous. Be careful about the
advice you receive from others, it is not always the best.
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Chapter Five
Summary
The purpose of the project was to develop materials so
that teachers could use them to become more proficient in
teaching reader response and comprehension strategies in the
classroom. It is hoped that by doing so, students'
comprehension and engagement with reading will be improved.
The research shows that both methods make a positive impact.
Reader response and comprehension strategies instruction
encourage readers to be active, as they use discussion time
to collaborate and build meaning from text. Teacher modeling
is used extensively to enhance instruction. Scaffolding is
also an important component of each method.
Research indicates that some teachers are unsure about
implementing this type of approach, because of the time it
takes to become proficient. Most teachers, however, who use
these methods agree that the benefits for students outweigh
the concerns. Children who are assigned to classrooms where
the teacher is skilled in using reader response and
comprehension strategies instruction, have the opportunity to
not only become readers who are engaged, self-motivated,
knowledgeable, and socially interactive, but strategic as
well.
Conclusions
The author's conclusions are based on research as well
as direct classroom application. For the past eight years the
author has used reader response following the guidelines
59
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developed by Hancock (1993). Her methods include teacher
modeling by thinking out loud, prompting children, and using
classroom discussion to develop prompts that are then used to
guide independent reading. The author has found, just as
research indicates, that reader response discussions are very
effective in creating actively engaged children. Students'
responses indicate that they are making personal connections,
as well as, thinking at a higher level. However, the depth of
response, especially with below average readers was a
concern. After doing research on both reader response and
comprehension strategies instruction, and applying it in the
classroom, the author has found that they naturally
complement each other. Reader response gives children the
opportunity to activate and use their schema in order to
develop personal meaning. Comprehension strategies
instruction continues this process, while giving students a
more explicit and focused view of the thinking processes that
good readers use.
Combining reader response and comprehension strategies
instruction provides for more meaningful and effective
teaching. Scaffolding is prominent in all instruction, which
gives every child an opportunity for growth. Children learn
to collaborate as they help each other construct meaning.
With careful teacher guidance, every student can engage in
thoughtful discussion, develop deeper understanding, and
learn the strategies to be a lifetime learner. Students take
ownership of their learning, express personal interpretations
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that they can justify, and interact with peers as they refine
their own viewpoints as well as accept others'.
The research indicates that this approach is difficult
for some teachers, but the author has not found it to be so.
It may be a problem for teachers who are used to following a
teacher's manual. Educators, however, who are enthused about
reading and helping children gain meaning from text, will
find that reader response and comprehension strategies
instruction is approachable and can be very rewarding.

Recommendations
Teachers who plan on implementing a reader response/
comprehension strategies approach, will find it more
effective if they read and adapt the guidelines that are
presented in books by Harvey and Goudvis (2000), Miller
(2002), and Hancock (2000). All three of these books give
research based information that can be very helpful.
Teachers will need to develop assessment tools that fit
their instructional situation to make sure that what they are
teaching is actually impacting students' comprehension. There
is a need to further research the area of assessment.
This project did not address teaching word analysis and
decoding. More research is needed to see how this can fit
into the instructional program. Teachers also need to keep in
mind non-fiction text, and develop ways to incorporate this
type of reading into the program as well.
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